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PREFACE
The process of setting waterfowl hunting regulations is conducted annually in the United States (Blohm
1989). This process involves a number of meetings where the status of waterfowl is reviewed by the agencies
responsible for setting hunting regulations. In addition, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) publishes
proposed regulations in the Federal Register to allow public comment. This document is part of a series of
reports intended to support development of harvest regulations for the 2011 hunting season. Specifically, this
report is intended to provide waterfowl managers and the public with information about the use of adaptive
harvest management (AHM) for setting waterfowl hunting regulations in the United States. This report
provides the most current data, analyses, and decision-making protocols. However, adaptive management is
a dynamic process and some information presented in this report will differ from that in previous reports.
Citation: U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. 2011. Adaptive Harvest Management: 2011 Hunting Sea-
son. U.S. Department of Interior, Washington, D.C. 59 pp. Available online at http://www.fws.gov/
migratorybirds/mgmt/AHM/AHM-intro.htm
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 1995 the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) implemented the Adaptive Harvest Management (AHM)
program for setting duck hunting regulations in the United States. The AHM approach provides a framework
for making objective decisions in the face of incomplete knowledge concerning waterfowl population dynamics
and regulatory impacts.
The AHM protocol is based on the population dynamics and status of three mallard (Anas platyrhynchos)
stocks. Mid-continent mallards are defined as those breeding in the Waterfowl Breeding Population and
Habitat Survey (WBPHS) strata 13–18, 20–50, and 75–77 plus mallards breeding in the states of Michigan,
Minnesota, and Wisconsin (state surveys). The prescribed regulatory alternative for the Mississippi and
Central Flyways depends exclusively on the status of these mallards. Eastern mallards are defined as those
breeding in WBPHS strata 51–54 and 56 and breeding in the states of Virginia northward into New Hampshire
(Atlantic Flyway Breeding Waterfowl Survey [AFBWS]). The regulatory choice for the Atlantic Flyway
depends exclusively on the status of these mallards. Western mallards are defined as those birds breeding in
WBPHS strata 1–12 (hereafter Alaska) and those birds breeding in the states of California and Oregon (state
surveys). The regulatory choice for the Pacific Flyway depends exclusively on the status of these mallards.
Mallard population models are based on the best available information and account for uncertainty in popula-
tion dynamics and the impact of harvest. Model-specific weights reflect the relative confidence in alternative
hypotheses and are updated annually using comparisons of predicted and observed population sizes. For
mid-continent mallards, current model weights favor the weakly density-dependent reproductive hypothesis
(91%) and the additive-mortality hypothesis (68%). For eastern mallards, virtually all of the weight is on
models that have corrections for bias in estimates of survival or reproductive rates. Current model weights
also favor the weakly density-dependent reproductive hypothesis (88%). By consensus, hunting mortality is
assumed to be additive in eastern mallards. Unlike mid-continent and eastern mallards, we consider a single
functional form to predict western mallard population dynamics but consider a wide range of parameter
values each weighted relative to the support from the data.
For the 2011 hunting season, the USFWS is considering the same regulatory alternatives as last year. The
nature of the restrictive, moderate, and liberal alternatives has remained essentially unchanged since 1997,
except that extended framework dates have been offered in the moderate and liberal alternatives since 2002.
Harvest rates associated with each of the regulatory alternatives have been updated based on band-reporting
rate studies conducted since 1998. The expected harvest rates of adult males under liberal hunting seasons
are 0.114 (SD = 0.020), 0.143 (SD = 0.042), and 0.117 (SD = 0.031) for mid-continent, eastern, and western
mallards, respectively.
Optimal regulatory strategies for the 2011 hunting season were calculated using: (1) harvest-management
objectives specific to each mallard stock; (2) the 2011 regulatory alternatives; and (3) current population
models. Based on this year’s survey results of 9.46 million mid-continent mallards, 4.89 million ponds in
Prairie Canada, 0.746 million eastern mallards, and 0.80 million western mallards in Alaska (0.416 million) and
California-Oregon (0.383 million), the optimal choice for all four flyways is the liberal regulatory alternative.
AHM concepts and tools are also being applied to help improve harvest management decisions for other
waterfowl stocks. Starting in 2010, an adaptive management protocol was established to inform northern
pintail (Anas acuta) harvest decisions. In addition, we continue to update our understanding of the harvest
potential of scaup (Aythya affinis, A. marila) as this decision making framework evolves with feedback from
annual monitoring information.
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2 BACKGROUND
The annual process of setting duck-hunting regulations in the United States is based on a system of resource
monitoring, data analyses, and rule-making (Blohm 1989). Each year, monitoring activities such as aerial
surveys and hunter questionnaires provide information on population size, habitat conditions, and harvest
levels. Data collected from this monitoring program are analyzed each year, and proposals for duck-hunting
regulations are developed by the Flyway Councils, States, and USFWS. After extensive public review, the
USFWS announces regulatory guidelines within which States can set their hunting seasons.
In 1995, the USFWS adopted the concept of adaptive resource management (Walters 1986) for regulating
duck harvests in the United States. This approach explicitly recognizes that the consequences of hunting
regulations cannot be predicted with certainty and provides a framework for making objective decisions in
the face of that uncertainty (Williams and Johnson 1995). Inherent in the adaptive approach is an awareness
that management performance can be maximized only if regulatory effects can be predicted reliably. Thus,
adaptive management relies on an iterative cycle of monitoring, assessment, and decision-making to clarify
the relationships among hunting regulations, harvests, and waterfowl abundance.
In regulating waterfowl harvests, managers face four fundamental sources of uncertainty (Nichols et al. 1995a,
Johnson et al. 1996, Williams et al. 1996):
(1) environmental variation – the temporal and spatial variation in weather conditions and other key
features of waterfowl habitat; an example is the annual change in the number of ponds in the Prairie
Pothole Region, where water conditions influence duck reproductive success;
(2) partial controllability – the ability of managers to control harvest only within limits; the harvest resulting
from a particular set of hunting regulations cannot be predicted with certainty because of variation in
weather conditions, timing of migration, hunter effort, and other factors;
(3) partial observability – the ability to estimate key population attributes (e.g., population size, reproduc-
tive rate, harvest) only within the precision afforded by extant monitoring programs; and
(4) structural uncertainty – an incomplete understanding of biological processes; a familiar example is
the long-standing debate about whether harvest is additive to other sources of mortality or whether
populations compensate for hunting losses through reduced natural mortality. Structural uncertainty
increases contentiousness in the decision-making process and decreases the extent to which managers
can meet long-term conservation goals.
AHM was developed as a systematic process for dealing objectively with these uncertainties. The key com-
ponents of AHM include (Johnson et al. 1993, Williams and Johnson 1995):
(1) a limited number of regulatory alternatives, which describe Flyway-specific season lengths, bag limits,
and framework dates;
(2) a set of population models describing various hypotheses about the effects of harvest and environmental
factors on waterfowl abundance;
(3) a measure of reliability (probability or “weight”) for each population model; and
(4) a mathematical description of the objective(s) of harvest management (i.e., an “objective function”),
by which alternative regulatory strategies can be compared.
These components are used in a stochastic optimization procedure to derive a regulatory strategy. A regula-
tory strategy specifies the optimal regulatory choice, with respect to the stated management objectives, for
each possible combination of breeding population size, environmental conditions, and model weights (Johnson
et al. 1997). The setting of annual hunting regulations then involves an iterative process:
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(1) each year, an optimal regulatory choice is identified based on resource and environmental conditions,
and on current model weights;
(2) after the regulatory decision is made, model-specific predictions for subsequent breeding population size
are determined;
(3) when monitoring data become available, model weights are increased to the extent that observations of
population size agree with predictions, and decreased to the extent that they disagree; and
(4) the new model weights are used to start another iteration of the process.
By iteratively updating model weights and optimizing regulatory choices, the process should eventually
identify which model is the best overall predictor of changes in population abundance. The process is optimal
in the sense that it provides the regulatory choice each year necessary to maximize management performance.
It is adaptive in the sense that the harvest strategy evolves to account for new knowledge generated by a
comparison of predicted and observed population sizes.
3 MALLARD STOCKS AND FLYWAY MANAGEMENT
Since its inception AHM has focused on the population dynamics and harvest potential of mallards, especially
those breeding in mid-continent North America. Mallards constitute a large portion of the total U.S. duck
harvest, and traditionally have been a reliable indicator of the status of many other species. Geographic
differences in the reproduction, mortality, and migrations of mallard stocks suggest that there may be corre-
sponding differences in optimal levels of sport harvest. The ability to regulate harvests of mallards originating
from various breeding areas is complicated, however, by the fact that a large degree of mixing occurs during
the hunting season. The challenge for managers, then, is to vary hunting regulations among Flyways in a
manner that recognizes each Flyway’s unique breeding-ground derivation of mallards. Of course, no Fly-
way receives mallards exclusively from one breeding area; therefore, Flyway-specific harvest strategies ideally
should account for multiple breeding stocks that are exposed to a common harvest.
The optimization procedures used in AHM can account for breeding populations of mallards beyond the mid-
continent region, and for the manner in which these ducks distribute themselves among the Flyways during the
hunting season. An optimal approach would allow for Flyway-specific regulatory strategies, which represent
an average of the optimal harvest strategies for each contributing breeding stock weighted by the relative
size of each stock in the fall flight. This joint optimization of multiple mallard stocks requires: (1) models
of population dynamics for all recognized stocks of mallards; (2) an objective function that accounts for
harvest-management goals for all mallard stocks in the aggregate; and (3) decision rules allowing Flyway-
specific regulatory choices. At present, however, a joint optimization of western, mid-continent, and eastern
stocks is not feasible due to computational hurdles. However, our preliminary analyses suggest that the lack
of a joint optimization does not result in a significant decrease in performance.
Currently, three stocks of mallards are officially recognized for the purposes of AHM (Figure 1). We use a
constrained approach to the optimization of these stocks’ harvest, in which the Atlantic Flyway regulatory
strategy is based exclusively on the status of eastern mallards, the regulatory strategy for the Mississippi
and Central Flyways is based exclusively on the status of mid-continent mallards, and the Pacific Flyway
regulatory strategy is based exclusively on the status of western mallards.
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Figure 1 – Survey areas currently assigned to the mid-continent, eastern, and western stocks of mallards for the
purposes of AHM.
4 MALLARD POPULATION DYNAMICS
4.1 Mid-Continent Stock
Mid-continent mallards are defined as those breeding in WBPHS strata 13–18, 20–50, and 75–77, and in
the Great Lakes region (Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin; see Figure 1). Estimates of the size of
this population are available since 1992, and have varied from 6.4 to 11.2 million (Table B.2, Figure 2).
Estimated breeding-population size in 2011 was 9.46 million (SE = 0.27 million), including 8.77 million
(SE = 0.26 million) from the WBPHS and 0.70 million (SE = 0.06 million) from the Great Lakes region.
Details describing the set of population models for mid-continent mallards are provided in Appendix B.
The set consists of four alternatives, formed by the combination of two survival hypotheses (additive vs.
compensatory hunting mortality) and two reproductive hypotheses (strongly vs. weakly density dependent).
Relative weights for the alternative models of mid-continent mallards changed little until all models under-
predicted the change in population size from 1998 to 1999, perhaps indicating there is a significant factor
affecting population dynamics that is absent from all four models (Figure 3). Updated model weights suggest a
preference for the additive-mortality models (68%) over those describing hunting mortality as compensatory
(32%). For most of the time frame, model weights have strongly favored the weakly density-dependent
reproductive models over the strongly density-dependent ones, with current model weights of 91% and 9%,
respectively. The reader is cautioned, however, that models can sometimes make reliable predictions of
population size for reasons having little to do with the biological hypotheses expressed therein (Johnson et al.
2002b).
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Figure 2 – Population estimates of mid-continent mallards observed in the WBPHS (strata: 13–18, 20–50,
and 75–77) and the Great Lakes region (Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin) from 1992 to 2011. Error bars
represent one standard error.
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Figure 3 – Top panel: population estimates of mid-continent mallards observed in the WBPHS compared to
mid-continent mallard model set predictions (weighted average based on 2011 model weights) from 1996 to 2011.
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Bottom panel: mid-continent mallard model weights (SaRw =
additive mortality and weakly density-dependent reproduction, ScRw = compensatory mortality and weakly
density-dependent reproduction, SaRs = additive mortality and strongly density-dependent reproduction, ScRs
= compensatory mortality and strongly density-dependent reproduction). Model weights were assumed to be
equal in 1995.
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4.2 Eastern Stock
Eastern mallards are defined as those breeding in southern Ontario and Quebec (WBPHS strata 51–54 and
56) and in the northeastern U.S. (AFBWS; Heusmann and Sauer 2000, see Figure 1). Estimates of population
size have varied from 0.75 to 1.1 million since 1990, with the majority of the population accounted for in
the northeastern U.S. (Table C.1, Figure 4). For 2011, the estimated breeding-population size of eastern
mallards was 0.746 million (SE = 0.054 million), including 0.586 million (SE = 0.042 million) from the
northeastern U.S. and 0.160 million (SE = 0.034 million) from the WBPHS. The reader is cautioned that these
estimates differ from those reported in the USFWS annual waterfowl trend and status reports, which include
composite estimates based on more fixed-wing strata in eastern Canada and helicopter surveys conducted by
the Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS).
Details concerning the set of population models for eastern mallards are provided in Appendix C. The set
consists of six alternatives, formed by the combination of two reproductive hypotheses (strongly vs. weakly
density dependent) and three hypotheses concerning bias in estimates of survival and reproductive rates (no
bias vs. biased survival rates vs. biased reproductive rates). With respect to model weights, there is no single
model that is clearly favored over the others at the current time. Current model weights provide strong
support for the weakly density-dependent reproductive hypotheses 88% compared to the strongly density
dependent reproductive hypotheses 12% (Figure 5). In addition, there is overwhelming evidence of bias in
extant estimates of survival or reproductive rates, assuming that survey estimates are unbiased.
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Figure 4 – Population estimates of eastern mallards observed in the northeastern states (AFBWS) and in
southern Ontario and Quebec (WBPHS strata 51–54 and 56) from 1990 to 2011. Error bars represent one
standard error.
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Figure 5 – Top panel: observed population estimates of eastern mallards compared to eastern mallard model
set predictions (weighted average based on 2011 model weights) from 1997 to 2011. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals. Bottom panel: eastern mallard model weights (RsR = strong density-dependent reproduc-
tion and biased reproductive rates, RwR = weak density-dependent reproduction and biased reproductive rates,
RsS = strong density-dependent reproduction and biased survival rates, RwS = weak density-dependent repro-
duction and biased survival rates, and Rs0 = strong-dependent reproduction and no model bias, Rw0 = weak
density-dependent reproduction and no model bias). Model weights were assumed to be equal in 1996.
4.3 Western Stock
Western mallards consist of 2 substocks and are defined as those birds breeding in Alaska (WBPHS strata
1–12) and those birds breeding in California and Oregon (state surveys; see Figure 1). Estimates of the size of
these subpopulations have varied from 0.283 to 0.843 million in Alaska since 1990 and 0.355 to 0.694 million
in California and Oregon since 1992 (Table D.1, Figure 6). The total population size of western mallards has
ranged from 0.744 to 1.407 million. For 2011, the estimated breeding-population size of western mallards was
0.798 million (SE = 0.060 million), including 0.383 million (SE = 0.045 million) from California and Oregon
and 0.416 million (SE = 0.039 million) from Alaska.
Ideally, the western mallard stock assessment would account for mallards breeding in the states of the Pacific
Flyway (including Alaska), British Columbia, and the Yukon Territory. However, we have had continuing
concerns about our ability to determine changes in population size based on the collection of surveys con-
ducted independently by Pacific Flyway States and the CWS in British Columbia. These surveys tend to
vary in design and intensity, and in some cases lack measures of precision. We reviewed extant surveys to de-
termine their adequacy for supporting a western-mallard AHM protocol and selected Alaska, California, and
Oregon for modeling purposes. These three states likely harbor about 75% of the western-mallard breeding
population. Nonetheless, this geographic delineation is considered temporary until surveys in other areas can
be brought up to similar standards and an adequate record of population estimates is available for analysis.
Details concerning the set of population models for western mallards are provided in Appendix D. To pre-
dict changes in abundance we relied on a discrete logistic model, which combines reproduction and natural
mortality into a single parameter, r, the intrinsic rate of growth. This model assumes density-dependent
growth, which is regulated by the ratio of population size, N, to the carrying capacity of the environment,
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Figure 6 – Population estimates of western mallards observed in Alaska (WBPHS strata 1–12) and California
and Oregon (state surveys) combined from 1992 to 2011. Error bars represent one standard error.
K (i.e., equilibrium population size in the absence of harvest). In the traditional formulation of the logistic
model, harvest mortality is completely additive and any compensation for hunting losses occurs as a result
of density-dependent responses beginning in the subsequent breeding season. To increase the model’s gener-
ality we included a scaling parameter for harvest that allows for the possibility of compensation prior to the
breeding season. It is important to note, however, that this parameterization does not incorporate any hy-
pothesized mechanism for harvest compensation and, therefore, must be interpreted cautiously. We modeled
Alaska mallards independently of those in California and Oregon because of differing population trajectories
(see Figure 6) and substantial differences in the distribution of band recoveries.
We used Bayesian estimation methods in combination with a state-space model that accounts explicitly for
both process and observation error in breeding population size (Meyer and Millar 1999). Breeding population
estimates of mallards in Alaska are available since 1955, but we had to limit the time series to 1990–2010
because of changes in survey methodology and insufficient band-recovery data. The logistic model and
associated posterior parameter estimates provided a reasonable fit to the observed time series of Alaska
population estimates. The estimated mean carrying capacity was 1.12 million, the intrinsic rate of growth
was 0.31, while the scaling parameter estimate suggests that harvest mortality may be additive. Breeding
population and harvest-rate data were available for California and Oregon mallards for the period 1992–2010.
The logistic model also provided a reasonable fit to these data, suggesting a mean carrying capacity of
0.64 million, an intrinsic rate of growth of 0.34, while the scaling parameter estimate suggests that harvest
mortality may be only partially additive.
The AHM protocol for western mallards is structured similarly to that used for eastern mallards, in which an
optimal harvest strategy is based on the status of a single breeding stock and harvest regulations in a single
flyway. Although the contribution of mid-continent mallards to the Pacific Flyway harvest is significant, we
believe an independent harvest strategy for western mallards poses little risk to the mid-continent stock.
Further analyses will be needed to confirm this conclusion, and to better understand the potential effect of
mid-continent mallard status on sustainable hunting opportunities in the Pacific Flyway.
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5 HARVEST-MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
The basic harvest-management objective for mid-continent mallards is to maximize cumulative harvest over
the long term, which inherently requires perpetuation of a viable population. Moreover, this objective is
constrained to avoid regulations that could be expected to result in a subsequent population size below the
goal of the North American Waterfowl Management Plan (NAWMP). According to this constraint, the value
of harvest decreases proportionally as the difference between the goal and expected population size increases.
This balance of harvest and population objectives results in a regulatory strategy that is more conservative
than that for maximizing long-term harvest, but more liberal than a strategy to attain the NAWMP goal
(regardless of effects on hunting opportunity). The current objective for mid-continent mallards uses a
population goal of 8.5 million birds, which consists of 7.9 million mallards from the WBPHS (strata 13–18,
20–50, and 75–77) corresponding to the mallard population goal in the 1998 update of the NAWMP (less the
portion of the mallard goal comprised of birds breeding in Alaska) and a goal of 0.6 million for the combined
states of Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin.
For eastern and western mallards, there is no NAWMP goal or other established target for desired population
size. Accordingly, the management objective for eastern and western mallards is simply to maximize long-term
cumulative (i.e., sustainable) harvest. Additionally for western mallards, maximum long-term cumulative
harvest is subject to a constraint intended to prevent extreme changes in regulations associated with relatively
small changes in population sizes.
6 REGULATORY ALTERNATIVES
6.1 Evolution of Alternatives
When AHM was first implemented in 1995, three regulatory alternatives characterized as liberal, moderate,
and restrictive were defined based on regulations used during 1979–84, 1985–87, and 1988–93, respectively.
These regulatory alternatives also were considered for the 1996 hunting season. In 1997, the regulatory
alternatives were modified to include: (1) the addition of a very-restrictive alternative; (2) additional days
and a higher duck bag limit in the moderate and liberal alternatives; and (3) an increase in the bag limit of
hen mallards in the moderate and liberal alternatives. In 2002, the USFWS further modified the moderate
and liberal alternatives to include extensions of approximately one week in both the opening and closing
framework dates.
In 2003, the very-restrictive alternative was eliminated at the request of the Flyway Councils. Expected
harvest rates under the very-restrictive alternative did not differ significantly from those under the restrictive
alternative, and the very-restrictive alternative was expected to be prescribed for <5% of all hunting seasons.
Also in 2003, at the request of the Flyway Councils the USFWS agreed to exclude closed duck-hunting seasons
from the AHM protocol when the population size of mid-continent mallards was ≥5.5 million (WBPHS
strata 1–18, 20–50, and 75–77 plus the Great Lakes region). Based on our original assessment, closed hunting
seasons did not appear to be necessary from the perspective of sustainable harvesting when the mid-continent
mallard population exceeded this level. The impact of maintaining open seasons above this level also appeared
negligible for other mid-continent duck species, as based on population models developed by Johnson (2003).
In 2008, the mid-continent mallard stock was redefined to exclude mallards breeding in Alaska, necessitating
a re-scaling of the closed-season constraint. Initially, we attempted to adjust the original 5.5 million closure
threshold by subtracting out the 1985 Alaska breeding population estimate, which was the year upon which
the original closed season constraint was based. Our initial re-scaling resulted in a new threshold equal to
5.25 million. Simulations based on optimal policies using this revised closed season constraint suggested that
the Mississippi and Central Flyways would experience a 70% increase in the frequency of closed seasons. At
that time, we agreed to consider alternative re-scalings in order to minimize the effects on the mid-continent
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mallard strategy and account for the increase in mean breeding population sizes in Alaska over the past
several decades. Based on this assessment, we recommended a revised closed season constraint of 4.75 million
which resulted in a strategy performance equivalent to the performance expected prior to the re-definition of
the mid-continent mallard stock. Because the performance of the revised strategy is essentially unchanged
from the original strategy, we believe it will have no greater impact on other duck stocks in the Mississippi
and Central Flyways. However, complete- or partial-season closures for particular species or populations
could still be deemed necessary in some situations regardless of the status of mid-continent mallards. Details
of the regulatory alternatives for each Flyway are provided in Table 1.
6.2 Regulation-Specific Harvest Rates
Harvest rates of mallards associated with each of the open-season regulatory alternatives were initially pre-
dicted using harvest-rate estimates from 1979–84, which were adjusted to reflect current hunter numbers and
contemporary specifications of season lengths and bag limits. In the case of closed seasons in the U.S., we
assumed rates of harvest would be similar to those observed in Canada during 1988–93, which was a period
of restrictive regulations both in Canada and the U.S. All harvest-rate predictions were based only in part on
band-recovery data, and relied heavily on models of hunting effort and success derived from hunter surveys
(Appendix C in U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 2002). As such, these predictions had large sampling variances
and their accuracy was uncertain.
In 2002, we began relying on Bayesian statistical methods for improving regulation-specific predictions of
harvest rates, including predictions of the effects of framework-date extensions. Essentially, the idea is to
use existing (prior) information to develop initial harvest-rate predictions (as above), to make regulatory
decisions based on those predictions, and then to observe realized harvest rates. Those observed harvest
Table 1 – Regulatory alternatives for the 2011 duck-hunting season.
Flyway
Regulation Atlantica Mississippi Centralb Pacificc
Shooting Hours one-half hour before sunrise to sunset
Framework Dates
Restrictive Oct 1–Jan 20 Saturday nearest Oct 1 to the Sunday nearest Jan 20
Moderate
Saturday nearest September 24 to the last Sunday in January
Liberal
Season Length (days)
Restrictive 30 60 39 60
Moderate 45 45 60 86
Liberal 60 60 74 107
Bag Limit (total / mallard / hen mallard)
Restrictive 3 / 3 / 1 3 / 2 / 1 3 / 3 / 1 4 / 3 / 1
Moderate 6 / 4 / 2 6 / 4 / 1 6 / 5 / 1 7 / 5 / 2
Liberal 6 / 4 / 2 6 / 4 / 2 6 / 5 / 2 7 / 7 / 2
a The states of Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, West
Virginia, Virginia, and North Carolina are permitted to exclude Sundays, which are closed to hunting, from
their total allotment of season days.
b The High Plains Mallard Management Unit is allowed 12, 23, and 23 extra days in the restrictive, moderate,
and liberal alternatives, respectively.
c The Columbia Basin Mallard Management Unit is allowed seven extra days in the restrictive and moderate
alternatives.
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rates, in turn, are treated as new sources of information for calculating updated (posterior) predictions.
Bayesian methods are attractive because they provide a quantitative, formal, and an intuitive approach to
adaptive management.
For mid-continent mallards, we have empirical estimates of harvest rate from the recent period of liberal hunt-
ing regulations (1998–2010). The Bayesian methods thus allow us to combine these estimates with our prior
predictions to provide updated estimates of harvest rates expected under the liberal regulatory alternative.
Moreover, in the absence of experience (so far) with the restrictive and moderate regulatory alternatives, we
reasoned that our initial predictions of harvest rates associated with those alternatives should be re-scaled
based on a comparison of predicted and observed harvest rates under the liberal regulatory alternative. In
other words, if observed harvest rates under the liberal alternative were 10% less than predicted, then we
might also expect that the mean harvest rate under the moderate alternative would be 10% less than pre-
dicted. The appropriate scaling factors currently are based exclusively on prior beliefs about differences in
mean harvest rate among regulatory alternatives, but they will be updated once we have experience with
something other than the liberal alternative. A detailed description of the analytical framework for modeling
mallard harvest rates is provided in Appendix E.
Our models of regulation-specific harvest rates also allow for the marginal effect of framework-date extensions
in the moderate and liberal alternatives. A previous analysis by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (2001)
suggested that implementation of framework-date extensions might be expected to increase the harvest rate of
mid-continent mallards by about 15%, or in absolute terms by about 0.02 (SD = 0.01). Based on the observed
harvest rates during the 2002–2010 hunting seasons, the updated (posterior) estimate of the marginal change
in harvest rate attributable to the framework-date extension is 0.005 (SD = 0.007). The estimated effect of
the framework-date extension has been to increase harvest rate of mid-continent mallards by about 5% over
what would otherwise be expected in the liberal alternative. However, the reader is strongly cautioned that
reliable inference about the marginal effect of framework-date extensions ultimately depends on a rigorous
experimental design (including controls and random application of treatments).
Current predictions of harvest rates of adult-male mid-continent mallards associated with each of the regu-
latory alternatives are provided in Table 2. Predictions of harvest rates for the other age and sex cohorts are
based on the historical ratios of cohort-specific harvest rates to adult-male rates (Runge et al. 2002). These
ratios are considered fixed at their long-term averages and are 1.5407, 0.7191, and 1.1175 for young males,
adult females, and young females, respectively. We make the simplifying assumption that the harvest rates
of mid-continent mallards depend solely on the regulatory choice in the Mississippi and Central Flyways.
The predicted harvest rates of eastern mallards are updated in the same fashion as that for mid-continent
mallards based on reward banding conducted in eastern Canada and the northeastern U.S. (Appendix E).
Like mid-continent mallards, harvest rates of age and sex cohorts other than adult male mallards are based
on constant rates of differential vulnerability as derived from band-recovery data. For eastern mallards,
these constants are 1.153, 1.331, and 1.509 for adult females, young males, and young females, respectively
(Johnson et al. 2002a). Regulation-specific predictions of harvest rates of adult-male eastern mallards are
provided in Table 2.
Table 2 – Predictions of harvest rates of adult-male mid-continent, eastern, and western mallards expected with
application of the 2011 regulatory alternatives in the Mississippi and Central, Atlantic, and Pacific Flyways.
Mid-Continent Eastern Western
Regulatory Alternative Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Closed (U.S.) 0.0088 0.0020 0.0797 0.0234 0.0100 0.0180
Restrictive 0.0560 0.0129 0.1046 0.0391 0.0594 0.0163
Moderate 0.0992 0.0215 0.1307 0.0474 0.0979 0.0271
Liberal 0.1141 0.0197 0.1430 0.0416 0.1167 0.0310
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In contrast to mid-continent mallards, framework-date extensions were expected to increase the harvest rate
of eastern mallards by only about 5% (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 2001), or in absolute terms by about
0.01 (SD = 0.01). Based on the observed harvest rates during the 2002–2010 hunting seasons, the updated
(posterior) estimate of the marginal change in harvest rate attributable to the framework-date extension is
0.002 (SD = 0.009). The estimated effect of the framework-date extension has been to increase harvest rate
of eastern mallards by about 2% over what would otherwise be expected in the liberal alternative.
Based on available estimates of harvest rates of mallards banded in California and Oregon during 1990–1995
and 2002–2007, there was no apparent relationship between harvest rate and regulatory changes in the Pacific
Flyway. This is unusual given our ability to document such a relationship in other mallard stocks and in other
species. We note, however, that the period 2002–2007 was comprised of both stable and liberal regulations
and harvest rate estimates were based solely on reward bands. Regulations were relatively restrictive during
most of the earlier period and harvest rates were estimated based on standard bands using reporting rates
estimated from reward banding during 1987–1988. Additionally, 1993–1995 were transition years in which
full-address and toll-free bands were being introduced and information to assess their reporting rates (and
their effects on reporting rates of standard bands) is limited. Thus, the two periods in which we wish to
compare harvest rates are characterized not only by changes in regulations, but also in estimation methods.
Consequently, we lack a sound empirical basis for predicting harvest rates of western mallards associated
with current regulatory alternatives in the Pacific Flyway. In 2009, we began using Bayesian statistical
methods for improving regulation-specific predictions of harvest rates (see Appendix E). The methodology is
analogous to that currently in use for mid-continent and eastern mallards except that the marginal effect of
framework date extensions in moderate and liberal alternatives is inestimable because there are no data prior
to implementation of extensions. In 2008, we specified prior regulation-specific harvest rates of 0.01, 0.06,
0.09, and 0.11 with associated standard deviations of 0.003, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.03 for the closed, restrictive,
moderate, and liberal alternatives, respectively. The harvest rates for the liberal alternative were based
on empirical estimates realized under the current liberal alternative during 2002–2007 and determined from
adult-male mallards banded with reward bands in California and Oregon. Harvest rates for the moderate and
restrictive alternatives were based on the proportional (0.85 and 0.51) difference in harvest rates expected for
mid-continent mallards under the respective alternatives. And finally, harvest rate for the closed alternative
was based on what we might realize with a closed season in the U.S. (including Alaska) and a very restrictive
season in Canada, similar to that for mid-continent mallards. A relatively large standard deviation (CV = 0.3)
was chosen to reflect greater uncertainty about the means than that for mid-continent mallards (CV = 0.2).
Current predictions of harvest rates of adult-male western mallards associated with each regulatory alternative
are provided in Table 2.
7 OPTIMAL REGULATORY STRATEGIES
We calculated optimal regulatory strategies using stochastic dynamic programming (Lubow 1995, Johnson
and Williams 1999). For the Mississippi and Central Flyways, we based this optimization on: (1) the 2011
regulatory alternatives, including the closed-season constraint; (2) current population models and associated
weights for mid-continent mallards; and (3) the dual objectives of maximizing long-term cumulative harvest
and achieving a population goal of 8.5 million mid-continent mallards. The resulting regulatory strategy
(Table 3) is similar to that used last year. Note that prescriptions for closed seasons in this strategy represent
resource conditions that are insufficient to support one of the current regulatory alternatives, given current
harvest-management objectives and constraints. However, closed seasons under all of these conditions are not
necessarily required for long-term resource protection, and simply reflect the NAWMP population goal and
the nature of the current regulatory alternatives. Assuming that regulatory choices adhered to this strategy
(and that current model weights accurately reflect population dynamics), breeding-population size would be
expected to average 7.09 million (SD = 1.90 million). Based on an estimated population size of 9.46 million
mid-continent mallards and 4.89 million ponds in Prairie Canada, the optimal choice for the Mississippi and
Central Flyways in 2011 is the liberal regulatory alternative.
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Table 3 – Optimal regulatory strategya for the Mississippi and Central Flyways for the 2011 hunting season.
This strategy is based on current regulatory alternatives (including the closed-season constraint), mid-continent
mallard models and weights, and the dual objectives of maximizing long-term cumulative harvest and achieving
a population goal of 8.5 million mallards.
Pondsc
BPOPb 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
≤4.5 C C C C C C C C C C
4.75–6.0 R R R R R R R R R R
6.25 R R R R R R R R M M
6.5 R R R R R R M M L L
6.75 R R R R R M M L L L
7.0 R R R M M L L L L L
7.25 R M M M L L L L L L
7.5 M M L L L L L L L L
7.75 M L L L L L L L L L
≥8.0 L L L L L L L L L L
a C = closed season, R = restrictive, M = moderate, L = liberal.
b Mallard breeding population size (in millions) in the WBPHS (strata 13–18, 20–50, 75–77) and Michigan, Minnesota, and
Wisconsin.
c Ponds (in millions) in Prairie Canada in May.
We calculated an optimal regulatory strategy for the Atlantic Flyway based on: (1) the 2011 regulatory
alternatives; (2) current population models and associated weights for eastern mallards; and (3) an objective
to maximize long-term cumulative harvest. The resulting strategy suggests liberal regulations for all popu-
lation sizes of record, and is characterized by a lack of intermediate regulations (Table 4). We simulated the
use of this regulatory strategy to determine expected performance characteristics. Assuming that harvest
management adhered to this strategy (and that current model weights accurately reflect population dynam-
ics), breeding-population size would be expected to average 0.934 million (SD = 0.197 million). Based on an
estimated breeding population size of 0.746 million mallards, the optimal choice for the Atlantic Flyway in
2011 is the liberal regulatory alternative.
We calculated an optimal regulatory strategy for the Pacific Flyway based on: (1) the 2011 regulatory al-
ternatives, (2) current (1990–2010) population models and parameter estimates, and (3) an objective to
Table 4 – Optimal regulatory strategya for the Atlantic Flyway for the 2011 hunting season. This strategy
is based on current regulatory alternatives, eastern mallard models and weights, and an objective to maximize
long-term cumulative harvest.
Mallardsb Regulation
≤0.675 C
0.700 R
≥0.725 L
a C = closed season, R = restrictive, M = moderate, L = liberal.
b Estimated number of mallards (in millions) in eastern Canada (WBPHS strata 51–54, 56) and the northeastern
U.S. (AFBWS).
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maximize long-term cumulative harvest subject to a constraint intended to prevent extreme changes in reg-
ulations associated with relatively small changes in population sizes (Table 5). We simulated the use of
this regulatory strategy to determine expected performance characteristics. Assuming that harvest man-
agement adhered to this strategy (and that current model parameters accurately reflect population dynam-
ics), breeding-population size would be expected to average 1.05 million (SD = 0.18 million) in Alaska and
0.47 million (SD = 0.01 million) in California and Oregon. Based on an estimated breeding population size
of 0.416 million mallards in Alaska and 0.383 million in California and Oregon, the optimal choice for the
Pacific Flyway in 2011 is the liberal regulatory alternative (see Table 5).
Table 5 – Optimal regulatory strategya for the Pacific Flyway for the 2011 hunting season. This strategy is
based on the 2011 regulatory alternatives, current (1990–2010) western mallard population models and parameter
estimates, and an objective to maximize long-term cumulative harvest subject to a constraint intended to prevent
extreme changes in regulations associated with relatively small changes in population sizes.
Alaska BPOPb
CA–OR BPOPb 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 ≥0.55
0 C C M L L L L L L L L L
0.05 C C R R R M M L L L L L
0.10 R R R R M L L L L L L L
0.15 R R M M L L L L L L L L
0.20 M R L L L L L L L L L L
0.25 M M M L L L L L L L L L
0.30 M M L L L L L L L L L L
0.35 M M L L L L L L L L L L
0.40 M M L L L L L L L L L L
≥0.45 L M L L L L L L L L L L
a C = closed season, R = restrictive, M = moderate, L = liberal.
b Estimated number of mallards (in millions) for Alaska (WBPHS strata 1–12) and in California and Oregon.
8 APPLICATION OF AHM CONCEPTS TO OTHER STOCKS
The USFWS is striving to apply the principles and tools of AHM to improve decision-making for several
other stocks of waterfowl. Over the last year, some progress has been made to develop AHM frameworks for
American black ducks (Anas rubripes) and the Atlantic Population of Canada geese (Branta canadensis),
but these results are not yet finalized for inclusion in this year’s report. As these frameworks are developed
further, we will continue to describe this work in subsequent reports. Below, we provide the 2011 updates
for two decision-making frameworks that are currently informing harvest management.
8.1 Northern Pintails
In 2010, the Flyway Councils and the USFWS established an adaptive framework to inform northern pintail
harvest management decisions. The current protocol is based on: (1) an explicit harvest management ob-
jective; (2) regulatory alternatives that do not admit partial seasons or 3-bird daily bag limits; (3) a formal
optimization process using stochastic dynamic programming (Lubow 1995, Johnson and Williams 1999); (4)
harvest allocation on a national rather than Flyway-by-Flyway basis, with no explicit attempt to achieve
a particular allocation of harvest among Flyways; and (5) current system models. Details describing the
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historical development of the technical and policy elements of the northern pintail adaptive management
framework can be found in the northern pintail harvest strategy document (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
2010).
The harvest-management objective for the northern pintail population is to maximize long-term cumulative
harvest, which inherently requires perpetuation of a viable population. This objective is specified under
a constraint that provides for an open hunting season when the observed breeding population is above
1.75 million birds (based on the lowest observed breeding population size since 1985 of 1.79 million birds in
2002). The single objective and constraint, in conjunction with the regulatory alternatives were determined
after an intensive elicitation process with the waterfowl management community. The resulting management
objective serves to integrate and balance multiple competing objectives for pintail harvest management,
including minimizing closed seasons, eliminating partial seasons (shorter pintail season within the general
duck season), maximizing seasons with liberal season length and greater than 1-bird daily bag limit, and
minimizing large changes in regulations.
The adaptive management protocol considers a range of regulatory alternatives for pintail harvest manage-
ment that includes a closed season, 1-bird daily bag limit, or 2-bird daily bag limit. The maximum pintail
season length depends on the general duck season framework (characterized as liberal, moderate, or restric-
tive and varying by Flyway) specified by mallard AHM. An optimal pintail regulation is calculated under the
assumption of a liberal mallard season length in all Flyways. However, if the season length of the general duck
season determined by mallard AHM is less than liberal in any of the Flyways, then an appropriate pintail
daily bag limit would be substituted for that Flyway. Thus, a shorter season length dictated by mallard
AHM would result in an equivalent season length for pintails, but with increased bag limit if the expected
harvest remained within allowable limits.
Regulatory substitution rules have been developed for the Central and Mississippi Flyways, where the general
duck season length is driven by the mid-continent mallard AHM protocol (Table 6). These substitutions were
determined by finding a pintail daily bag limit whose expected harvest was less than or equal to that called for
under the national recommendation. Thus, if the national pintail harvest strategy called for a liberal 2-bird
bag limit, but the mid-continent mallard season length was moderate, the recommended pintail regulation
for the Central and Mississippi Flyways would be moderate in length with a 3-bird bag limit. Because
season lengths more restrictive than liberal are expected infrequently in the Atlantic and Pacific Flyways
under current eastern and western mallard AHM strategies, substitution rules have not yet been developed
for these Flyways. If shorter season lengths were called for in the Pacific or Atlantic Flyway, then similar
rules would be specified for these flyways and used to identify the appropriate substitution. In all cases, a
substitution produces a lower expected harvest than the harvest allowed under the pintail strategy.
The current adaptive protocol considers two population models. Each model represents an alternative hy-
pothesis about the effect of harvest on population dynamics: one in which harvest is additive to natural
Table 6 – Substitution rules in the Central and Mississippi Flyways for joint implementation of northern pintail
and mallard harvest strategies. The mid-continent mallard AHM strategy stipulates the maximum season length
for pintails in the Central and Mississippi Flyways. The substitutions are used when the mid-continent mallard
season length is less than liberal. For example, if the pintail strategy calls for a liberal season length with a
2-bird bag, but the mid-continent mallard strategy calls for a restrictive season length, the recommended pintail
regulation for the Central and Mississippi Flyways would be restrictive in length with a 3-bird bag limit.
Pintail Mid-continent mallard AHM season length
Regulation Closed Restrictive Moderate Liberal
Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed
Liberal 1 Closed Restrictive 3 Moderate 3 Liberal 1
Liberal 2 Closed Restrictive 3 Moderate 3 Liberal 2
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mortality, and another in which harvest is compensatory to natural mortality. The compensatory model as-
sumes that the mechanism for compensation is density-dependent post-harvest (winter) survival. The models
differ only in how they incorporate the winter survival rate. In the additive model, winter survival rate is a
constant, whereas winter survival is density-dependent in the compensatory model. A complete description
of the model set used to predict pintail population change can be found in Appendix F. Model weights for
the pintail model set have been updated annually since 2007 by comparing model predictions with observed
survey results. As of 2011, current model weights favor the hypothesis that harvest mortality is additive
(60%).
Northern pintail optimal regulatory strategies for the 2011 hunting season were calculated using: (1) pintail
harvest-management objectives; (2) the 2011 regulatory alternatives; and (3) current population models and
model weights. Based on this year’s survey results of 4.43 million birds observed at a mean latitude of 51.7
degrees, the optimal regulatory choice for all four flyways is the liberal regulatory alternative with a 2-bird
bag (Table 7).
Table 7 – Northern pintail optimal regulatory strategya for all 4 Flyways for the 2011 hunting season. This
strategy is based on current regulatory alternatives (including the closed-season constraint), northern pintail
models and weights, and the objective of maximizing long-term cumulative harvest. The shaded cell indicates
the regulatory prescription for 2011.
Mean latitudec
BPOPb 52.0 52.5 53.0 53.5 54.0 54.5 55.0 55.5 56.0 56.5 57.0
≤ 1.75 C C C C C C C C C C C
1.75–2.5 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1
≥ 2.5 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2
a C = closed season, L1 = liberal season with 1-bird bag, L2 = liberal season with 2-bird bag.
b Observed northern pintail breeding population size (in millions) from the WBPHS (strata 1–50, 75–77).
c Mean latitude (in degrees) is the average latitude of the WBPHS strata weighted by population size.
8.2 Scaup
In 2008, the USFWS implemented a decision-making framework for establishing scaup harvest regulations
that was initially proposed in 2007 (Boomer and Johnson 2007). In addition, the USFWS committed to
working with the Flyways to develop an alternative scaup population model for inclusion in the current
decision-making framework. This model will capture the belief that the scaup population will decline to and
stabilize at some lower equilibrium level in response to a declining carrying capacity and that harvest at
current levels is completely compensatory. We plan to report on our efforts to develop an alternative model
at the 2011 AHM Working Group meeting.
In 2007, the USFWS also outlined methods to facilitate the specification of regulatory alternatives for scaup
harvest management (Boomer et al. 2007). We proposed harvest thresholds to be considered under regulatory
alternatives based on a simulation of an optimal policy that was derived under an objective to achieve 95%
of the long-term cumulative harvest. We used this objective because it results in a strategy less sensitive
to small change in population size as compared to a strategy derived under an objective to achieve 100%
of long-term cumulative harvest. In addition, the 95% objective allows for some harvest opportunity at
relatively low population sizes. We have worked with the Flyways to determine what regulations would
achieve the allowable harvest thresholds set forth in Boomer et al. (2007). In 2008 during deliberations over
scaup regulatory alternatives, the USFWS also agreed to consider a “hybrid season” option that would be
available to all Flyways for the restrictive and moderate alternatives. In 2008, initial Restrictive, Moderate,
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and Liberal scaup regulatory alternatives were defined and implemented in all four Flyways. Subsequent
concerns and dialogue led the USFWS to further clarify criteria associated with the establishment of “hybrid
seasons” and to allow additional modifications of the alternatives for each Flyway in 2009. Final scaup
regulatory alternatives were adopted for each Flyway in 2009. These alternatives will remain in place for a
period of three years and then will be revisited as the latest harvest information is evaluated.
The USFWS will continue to work with the Flyways to determine acceptable harvest-management objectives
and evaluate regulatory alternatives to be used in the evolving decision-making framework for scaup harvest
management. Presently, the scaup harvest strategy prescribes optimal harvest levels, not optimal regulatory
alternatives. It is important to note that we currently have limited ability to predict expected scaup harvest
under the newly-established, Flyway-specific scaup regulatory alternatives. The initial regulatory alternatives
adopted for each Flyway were based on relatively crude predictions from harvest models developed in Boomer
et al. (2007) or alternative harvest models proposed by the Flyways. As we gain experience with scaup
regulatory alternatives, we will refine predicted harvest distributions associated with the Flyway-specific
alternatives with the ultimate goal being to use regulatory alternatives, as opposed to harvest, as the control
variable in deriving future scaup harvest policies.
The lack of scaup demographic information over a sufficient time frame and at a continental scale precludes
the use of a traditional balance equation to represent scaup population and harvest dynamics. As a result, we
used a discrete-time, stochastic, logistic-growth population model to represent changes in scaup abundance,
while explicitly accounting for scaling issues associated with the monitoring data. Details describing the
modeling and assessment framework that has been developed for scaup can be found in Appendix G and in
Boomer and Johnson (2007).
We updated the scaup assessment based on the current model formulation and data extending from 1974
through 2010. As in past analyses, the state space formulation and Bayesian analysis framework provided
reasonable fits to the observed breeding population and total harvest estimates with realistic measures of
variation. The posterior mean estimate of the intrinsic rate of increase (r) is 0.124 while the posterior mean
estimate of the carrying capacity (K ) is 8.27 million birds. The posterior mean estimate of the scaling
parameter (q) is 0.580, ranging between 0.510 and 0.657 with 95% probability.
We calculated an optimal harvest policy for scaup based on: (1) a control variable of total harvest (U.S. and
Canada combined), (2) current population model and updated parameter estimates, and (3) an objective to
achieve 95% of the long-term cumulative harvest. We simulated the use of this regulatory strategy to de-
termine expected performance characteristics. Assuming that harvest management adhered to this strategy
(and that current model parameters accurately reflect population dynamics), breeding-population size would
be expected to average 4.65 million (SD = 0.81 million). With an estimated breeding population size of
4.32 million scaup, the optimal harvest level for scaup is 0.35 million (Table 8). Based on the harvest thresh-
olds specified in Boomer et al. (2007), this year’s optimal harvest corresponds to the moderate regulatory
alternative.
9 EMERGING ISSUES IN AHM
Learning occurs passively with the current AHM protocol as annual comparisons of model predictions to
observations from monitoring programs are used to update model weights and relative beliefs about system
responses to management (Johnson et al. 2002b) or as model parameters are updated based on an assessment
of the most recent monitoring data (Boomer and Johnson 2007, Johnson et al. 2007). However, learning
can also occur as decision-making frameworks are evaluated to determine if objectives are being achieved,
have changed, or if other aspects of the decision problem are adequately being addressed. Often the feedback
resulting from this process results in a form of “double-loop” learning (Lee 1993) that offers the opportunity to
adapt decision-making frameworks in response to a shifting decision context, novel or emerging management
alternatives, or a need to revise assumptions and models that may perform poorly or need to account for
new information. Adaptive management depends on this iterative process to ensure that decision-making
protocols remain relevant in evolving biological and social systems.
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Table 8 – Optimal scaup harvest levels (observed scale in millions) and corresponding breeding population sizes
(in millions) for the 2011 hunting season. This strategy is based on the current scaup population model, and an
objective to maximize 95% of long-term cumulative harvest. The shaded cell indicates the optimal harvest level
for 2011 which corresponds to the moderate regulatory alternative.
BPOP Optimal Harvest
0.0–1.8 0
2.0–2.2 0.05
2.4–2.8 0.10
3.0–3.2 0.15
3.4 0.20
3.6–3.8 0.25
4.0–4.2 0.30
4.4 0.35
4.6–4.8 0.40
5.0 0.45
5.2 0.50
5.4 0.55
As a byproduct of the adaptive management process, it is natural to think about when or how decision-
making protocols should be revised to incorporate new information or to accommodate changes in the overall
management context. Recent outcomes from the 2008 Future of Waterfowl Management Workshop and
evaluations of waterfowl harvest and habitat management programs (e.g., Anderson et al. 2007) suggest
compelling reasons for a re-evaluation of the objectives of waterfowl management as well as the technical and
institutional frameworks through which harvest and habitat management decisions are made. The HMWG
recognizes the need to better integrate harvest and habitat management objectives (sensu Runge et al.
2005, Anderson et al. 2007) as an ongoing effort to continue to make informed decisions while attempting
to maximize management efficiency. Within the last few years, the waterfowl management community has
engaged in a broad-scale effort to determine the fundamental objectives of waterfowl management as part of
a structured process to inform the North American Waterfowl Management Plan Revision (North American
Waterfowl Management Plan Revision Steering Committee 2010). The results of this consultation and the
content of the NAWMP Revision may have significant implications for all of the policy elements currently
defined in existing AHM protocols. We view such introspection as completely consistent with the principles
underlying AHM, and, in fact, critical to its long-term utility as a decision framework for waterfowl harvest
regulation.
The HMWG has also begun discussing the technical challenges involved with dealing with large-scale habitat
and environmental change on the decision-making frameworks used to inform waterfowl harvest management.
We anticipate that large-scale system change will exacerbate all forms of uncertainty that affect waterfowl
AHM, but we believe that the elements of the current AHM framework provide the necessary structure for
coping with these changing systems (Nichols et al. 2011). In addition, the HMWG continues to explore
questions related to the appropriate taxonomic, spatial, and temporal resolution of waterfowl harvest man-
agement. These, and other issues, are also being considered in the course of ongoing deliberations over the
draft 2010 Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on the Issuance of Annual Regulations Permitting
the Hunting of Migratory Birds (U.S. Department of the Interior 2010).
In response to these large-scale policy issues, the HMWG has been focusing efforts on the evolving needs
of AHM and the role of the working group in planning for and executing the double-loop phase of AHM.
At its most recent meeting, members proposed a Terms of Reference to clarify the roles, responsibilities,
and membership of the working group (Appendix A) and discussed the need to prioritize the scope of work
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required to revisit AHM protocols in the face of limited resources, shifting priorities, and in response to
rapidly changing biological and social systems.
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Harvest Management Working Group
Terms of Reference
2 December 2010
Background
Following the publication of Supplemental Environment Impact Statement on Sport Hunting in 1988, the
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS) desired to develop a regulations-setting process consistent with the
preferred alternative of stabilized regulations for fixed periods of time. In 1992, a working group originally
comprised of 21 technical representatives from the FWS, the four Flyway Councils (Councils), and the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) was established at the request of the Service and with the cooperation of the
Councils.
The work of this group culminated in the FWS adopting an adaptive management process for establishing
duck harvest regulations in 1995. The process came to be identified as Adaptive Harvest Management and
the group of technicians the Adaptive Harvest Management Working Group. The Working Group evolved
into a partnership of representatives from the FWS, the Councils, Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS) and
USGS. During 1992-2010, over 100 individuals have participated in 22 meetings held by the working group.
The FWS and the Councils recognized that numerous technical improvements and communication challenges
associated with the implementation of this Adaptive Harvest management approach remained and the group
continued to meet annually since the implementation of Adaptive Harvest Management for Mid-Continent
mallards in 1995. The group expanded its scope to include other stocks of mallards, other species including
some non-duck species, and the development of other model based harvest strategies. To reflect the changes
in the roles and responsibilities for the group, the name of the group has changed several times since 1992,
e.g. Stabilized Regulations Working Group, Interagency Working Group for the Development of Guidelines
for Stabilized Harvest Regulations, Adaptive Harvest Management Technical Working Group, and Adaptive
Harvest Management Working Group.
This Terms of Reference document describes the current administrative structure, expanded roles, member-
ship, and responsibilities for this group. To reflect these changes, the name of the group has been changed
to the Harvest Management Working Group (HMWG).
Mission
To serve in an advisory capacity to the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service and Flyway Councils by
providing technical guidance, evaluation, and coordination for the development and improve-
ment of harvest strategies for waterfowl management.
Roles and Responsibilities
(1) Identify and advocate actions that will further the development, evaluation and support for continued
use, and expansion of Adaptive Harvest Management as the process by which hunting recommenda-
tions are promulgated. The working group will not make specific recommendations regarding harvest
regulations, but will strive to effectively communicate the technical background of this process to all
stakeholders.
(2) Assist in the synthesis of new information, development of analytical techniques, technical assessments,
and retrospective analyses of existing data related to evaluation and further improvements of harvest
management strategies.
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(3) Develop and implement communication strategies for harvest management as a scientifically and ad-
ministratively sound approach for managing waterfowl harvests.
(4) Work in cooperation with the NAWMP Science Support Team, Human Dimensions Working Group, and
other entities in developing general approaches for planning, monitoring, and assessing an integrated
strategy for managing waterfowl populations and their habitats. Invite representative members of
the NSST and Human Dimensions working groups to participate in the annual Harvest Management
Working Group meeting.
(5) Evaluate the utility of technical tools and information to assist policy makers in understanding tradeoffs
among multiple competing objectives and in identifying fundamental goals of harvest management.
(6) Identify policy issues that need resolution to move harvest strategies forward, and elicit responses to
those issues from appropriate administrators.
(7) Provide annual progress reports as needed to the Flyway Councils and the FWS for review and potential
action.
(8) The primary focus of the HMWG will encompass duck harvest management, but may in the future
address geese as appropriate.
Membership
The HMWG members (26) or their designees should provide policy and technical expertise in harvest man-
agement, habitat conservation initiatives, and human dimensions considerations. The HMWG consists of two
appointed representatives from each of the 4 Flyway Councils (8), the respective FWS Flyway Representa-
tives (4), Chief of Population and Habitat Assessment (DMBM) (1), Chief of Harvest Surveys (DMBM)(1),
FWS Regional Migratory Bird Chiefs (8), representatives appointed by the USGS (2), and representatives
appointed by the Canadian Wildlife Service (2). All costs of participation will be the responsibility of the at-
tendees’ agencies. In addition, any additional FWS, USGS, or Flyway/State technical personnel are welcome
and encouraged to participate in meetings.
Coordinator
The coordinator will be the Chief (or designated staff member) of the Population and Habitat Assessment
Branch (DMBM). The coordinator will be responsible for presiding over meetings, overseeing group business
including establishment of meeting agendas, and reporting on the activities of the group.
Decision Making
The HMWG does not operate by majority rule, or formal voting, but will strive to reach consensus on all
issues while working cooperatively.
Meetings
The HMWG will meet at least once a year. Meetings will be planned to occur in advance of the Jan-
uary/February Service Regulations Committee Meeting, generally in November or December.
This Working DRAFT was agreed to by the Harvest Management Working Group on December 2, 2010 for for-
warding to the Flyway Councils and the Service Regulations Committee for review.
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Appendix B Mid-continent Mallard Models
In 1995, we developed population models to predict changes in mid-continent mallards based on the traditional
survey area which includes individuals from Alaska (Johnson et al. 1997). In 1997, we added mallards from
the Great Lakes region (Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin) to the mid-continent mallard stock, assuming
their population dynamics were equivalent. In 2002, we made extensive revisions to the set of alternative
models describing the population dynamics of mid-continent mallards (Runge et al. 2002, U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service 2002). In 2008, we redefined the population of mid-continent mallards (Table 1) to account for the
removal of Alaskan birds (WBPHS strata 1–12) that are now considered to be in the western mallard stock
and have subsequently rescaled the model set appropriately.
Mid-continent Mallard Breeding Population Estimates
Table B.2 – Estimates (N) and associated standard errors (SE) of mid-continent mallards (in millions) ob-
served in the WBPHS (strata 13–18, 20–50, and 75–77) and the Great Lakes region (Michigan, Minnesota, and
Wisconsin) from 1992 to 2011.
WBPHS area Great Lakes region Total
Year N SE N SE N SE
1992 5.6304 0.2379 0.9946 0.1597 6.6249 0.2865
1993 5.4253 0.2068 0.9347 0.1457 6.3600 0.2529
1994 6.6292 0.2803 1.1505 0.1163 7.7797 0.3035
1995 7.7452 0.2793 1.1214 0.1965 8.8666 0.3415
1996 7.4193 0.2593 1.0251 0.1443 8.4444 0.2967
1997 9.3554 0.3041 1.0777 0.1445 10.4331 0.3367
1998 8.8041 0.294 1.1224 0.1792 9.9266 0.3443
1999 10.0926 0.3374 1.0591 0.2122 11.1518 0.3986
2000 8.6999 0.2855 1.2350 0.1761 9.9348 0.3354
2001 7.1857 0.2204 0.8622 0.1086 8.0479 0.2457
2002 6.8364 0.2412 1.0820 0.1152 7.9184 0.2673
2003 7.1062 0.2589 0.8360 0.0734 7.9422 0.2691
2004 6.6142 0.2746 0.9333 0.0748 7.5474 0.2847
2005 6.0521 0.2754 0.7862 0.0650 6.8383 0.2830
2006 6.7607 0.2187 0.5881 0.0465 7.3488 0.2236
2007 7.7258 0.2805 0.7677 0.0584 8.4935 0.2865
2008 7.1914 0.2525 0.6750 0.0478 7.8664 0.2570
2009 8.0094 0.2442 0.6958 0.0564 8.7052 0.2506
2010 7.8246 0.2799 0.7808 0.0588 8.6054 0.2860
2011 8.7668 0.2650 0.6958 0.0611 9.4626 0.2719
Model Structure
Collectively, the models express uncertainty (or disagreement) about whether harvest is an additive or com-
pensatory form of mortality (Burnham et al. 1984), and whether the reproductive process is weakly or strongly
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density-dependent (i.e., the degree to which reproductive rates decline with increasing population size).
All population models for mid-continent mallards share a common “balance equation” to predict changes in
breeding-population size as a function of annual survival and reproductive rates:
Nt+1 = Nt (mSt,AM + (1−m)(St,AF +Rt(St,JF + St,JMφsumF /φsumM )))
where:
N =breeding population size,
m = proportion of males in the breeding population,
SAM , SAF , SJF , and SJM = survival rates of adult males, adult females, young females, and young
males, respectively,
R = reproductive rate, defined as the fall age ratio of females,
φsumF /φ
sum
M = the ratio of female (F ) to male (M ) summer survival, and t = year.
We assumed that m and φsumF /φ
sum
M are fixed and known. We also assumed, based in part on information
provided by Blohm et al. (1987), the ratio of female to male summer survival was equivalent to the ratio of
annual survival rates in the absence of harvest. Based on this assumption, we estimated φsumF /φ
sum
M = 0.897.
To estimate m we expressed the balance equation in matrix form:
[
Nt+1,AM
Nt+1,AF
]
=
[
SAM RSJMφ
sum
F /φ
sum
M
0 SAF +RJF
] [
Nt,AM
Nt,AF
]
and substituted the constant ratio of summer survival and means of estimated survival and reproductive
rates. The right eigenvector of the transition matrix is the stable sex structure that the breeding population
eventually would attain with these constant demographic rates. This eigenvector yielded an estimate of
m = 0.5246.
Using estimates of annual survival and reproductive rates, the balance equation for mid-continent mallards
over-predicted observed population sizes by 11.0% on average. The source of the bias is unknown, so we
modified the balance equation to eliminate the bias by adjusting both survival and reproductive rates:
Nt+1 = γSNt (mSt,am + (1−m) (St,AF + γRRt (St,JF + St,JMφsumF /φsumM )))
where γ denotes the bias-correction factors for survival (S), and reproduction (R). We used a least squares
approach to estimate γS = 0.9407 and γR = 0.8647.
Survival Process
We considered two alternative hypotheses for the relationship between annual survival and harvest rates. For
both models, we assumed that survival in the absence of harvest was the same for adults and young of the
same sex. In the model where harvest mortality is additive to natural mortality:
St,sex,age = S
A
0,sex(1−Kt,sex,age)
and in the model where changes in natural mortality compensate for harvest losses (up to some threshold):
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St,sex,age =
{
sC0,sex if Kt,sex,age ≤ 1− sC0,sex
1−Kt,sex,age if Kt,sex,age > 1− sC0,sex
where s0 = survival in the absence of harvest under the additive (A) or compensatory (C ) model, and K =
harvest rate adjusted for crippling loss (20%, Anderson and Burnham 1976). We averaged estimates of s0
across banding reference areas by weighting by breeding-population size. For the additive model, s0 = 0.7896
and 0.6886 for males and females, respectively. For the compensatory model, s0 = 0.6467 and 0.5965 for
males and females, respectively. These estimates may seem counterintuitive because survival in the absence
of harvest should be the same for both models. However, estimating a common (but still sex-specific) s0
for both models leads to alternative models that do not fit available band-recovery data equally well. More
importantly, it suggests that the greatest uncertainty about survival rates is when harvest rate is within the
realm of experience. By allowing s0 to differ between additive and compensatory models, we acknowledge
that the greatest uncertainty about survival rate is its value in the absence of harvest (i.e., where we have no
experience).
Reproductive Process
Annual reproductive rates were estimated from age ratios in the harvest of females, corrected using a constant
estimate of differential vulnerability. Predictor variables were the number of ponds in May in Prairie Canada
(P, in millions) and the size of the breeding population (N, in millions). We estimated the best-fitting linear
model, and then calculated the 80% confidence ellipsoid for all model parameters. We chose the two points
on this ellipsoid with the largest and smallest values for the effect of breeding-population size, and generated
a weakly density-dependent model:
Rt = 0.7166 + 0.1083Pt − 0.0373Nt
and a strongly density-dependent model:
Rt = 1.1390 + 0.1376Pt − 0.1131Nt
Predicted recruitment was then rescaled to reflect the current definition of mid-continent mallards which now
excludes birds from Alaska but includes mallards observed in the Great Lakes region.
Pond Dynamics
We modeled annual variation in Canadian pond numbers as a first-order autoregressive process. The estimated
model was:
Pt+1 = 2.2127 + 0.3420Pt + εt
where ponds are in millions and εt is normally distributed with mean = 0 and variance = 1.2567.
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Variance of Prediction Errors
Using the balance equation and sub-models described above, predictions of breeding-population size in year
t+1 depend only on specification of population size, pond numbers, and harvest rate in year t. For the period
in which comparisons were possible, we compared these predictions with observed population sizes.
We estimated the prediction-error variance by setting:
et = ln
(
Nobst
)− ln (Npret )
et ∼ N
(
0, σ2
)
σˆ2 =
∑
t
[
ln
(
Nobst
)− ln (Npret )]2 /(n− 1)
where Nobs and Npre are observed and predicted population sizes (in millions), respectively, and n = the
number of years being compared. We were concerned about a variance estimate that was too small, either
by chance or because the number of years in which comparisons were possible was small. Therefore, we
calculated the upper 80% confidence limit for σ2 based on a Chi-squared distribution for each combination
of the alternative survival and reproductive sub-models, and then averaged them. The final estimate of σ2
was 0.0280, equivalent to a coefficient of variation of about 18%.
Model Implications
The population model with additive hunting mortality and weakly density-dependent recruitment (SaRw)
leads to the most conservative harvest strategy, whereas the model with compensatory hunting mortality
and strongly density-dependent recruitment (ScRs) leads to the most liberal strategy. The other two models
(SaRs and ScRw) lead to strategies that are intermediate between these extremes. Under the models with
compensatory hunting mortality (ScRs and ScRw), the optimal strategy is to have a liberal regulation re-
gardless of population size or number of ponds because at harvest rates achieved under the liberal alternative,
harvest has no effect on population size. Under the strongly density-dependent model (ScRs), the density
dependence regulates the population and keeps it within narrow bounds. Under the weakly density dependent
model (ScRw), the density-dependence does not exert as strong a regulatory effect, and the population size
fluctuates more.
Model Weights
Model weights are calculated as Bayesian probabilities, reflecting the relative ability of the individual alter-
native models to predict observed changes in population size. The Bayesian probability for each model is a
function of the models previous (or prior) weight and the likelihood of the observed population size under
that model. We used Bayes’ theorem to calculate model weights from a comparison of predicted and observed
population sizes for the years 1996–2011, starting with equal model weights in 1995.
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Appendix C Eastern Mallard Models
We also revised the population models for eastern mallards in 2002 (Johnson et al. 2002a, U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service 2002). The current set of six models: (1) relies solely on federal and state waterfowl surveys
(rather than the Breeding Bird Survey) to estimate abundance; (2) allows for the possibility of a positive
bias in estimates of survival or reproductive rates; (3) incorporates competing hypotheses of strongly and
weakly density-dependent reproduction; and (4) assumes that hunting mortality is additive to other sources
of mortality.
Eastern Mallard Breeding Population Estimates
Table C.1 – Estimates (N) and associated standard errors (SE) of eastern mallards (in millions) observed in
the northeastern U.S. (AFBWS) and southern Ontario and Quebec (WBPHS strata 51–54 and 56) from 1990 to
2011.
Northeastern U.S. WBPHS Total
Year N SE N SE N SE
1990 0.6651 0.0783 0.1907 0.0472 0.8558 0.0914
1991 0.7792 0.0883 0.1528 0.0337 0.9320 0.0945
1992 0.5622 0.0479 0.3203 0.0530 0.8825 0.0715
1993 0.6866 0.0499 0.2921 0.0482 0.9786 0.0694
1994 0.8563 0.0628 0.2195 0.0282 1.0758 0.0688
1995 0.8641 0.0704 0.1844 0.0400 1.0486 0.0810
1996 0.8486 0.0611 0.2831 0.0557 1.1317 0.0826
1997 0.7952 0.0496 0.2121 0.0396 1.0073 0.0634
1998 0.7752 0.0497 0.2638 0.0672 1.0390 0.0836
1999 0.8800 0.0602 0.2125 0.0369 1.0924 0.0706
2000 0.7626 0.0487 0.1323 0.0264 0.8948 0.0554
2001 0.8094 0.0516 0.2002 0.0356 1.0097 0.0627
2002 0.8335 0.0562 0.1915 0.0319 1.0250 0.0647
2003 0.7319 0.0470 0.3083 0.0554 1.0402 0.0726
2004 0.8066 0.0517 0.3015 0.0533 1.1081 0.0743
2005 0.7536 0.0536 0.2934 0.0531 1.0470 0.0755
2006 0.7214 0.0476 0.1740 0.0284 0.8954 0.0555
2007 0.6876 0.0467 0.2193 0.0336 0.9069 0.0576
2008 0.6191 0.0407 0.1960 0.0300 0.8151 0.0505
2009 0.6668 0.0457 0.2411 0.0434 0.9078 0.0630
2010 0.6517 0.0491 0.1100 0.0205 0.7617 0.0532
2011 0.5861 0.0416 0.1599 0.0343 0.7460 0.0539
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Model Structure
As with mid-continent mallards, all population models for eastern mallards share a common balance equation
to predict changes in breeding-population size as a function of annual survival and reproductive rates:
Nt+1 = Nt
(
(pSamt ) +
(
(1− p)Saft
)
+ (p (Amt /d)S
ym
t ) +
(
p (Amt /d)ψS
yf
t
))
where:
N = breeding-population size,
p = proportion of males in the breeding population,
Sam, Saf , Sym, and Syf = survival rates of adult males, adult females, young males, and young
females, respectively,
Am = ratio of young males to adult males in the harvest,
d = ratio of young male to adult male direct recovery rates,
ψ = the ratio of male to female summer survival, and t = year.
In this balance equation, we assume that p, d, and ψ are fixed and known. The parameter ψ is necessary to
account for the difference in anniversary date between the breeding-population survey (May) and the survival
and reproductive rate estimates (August). This model also assumes that the sex ratio of fledged young is
1:1; hence Am/d appears twice in the balance equation. We estimated d = 1.043 as the median ratio of
young:adult male band-recovery rates in those states from which wing receipts were obtained. We estimated
ψ = 1.216 by regressing through the origin estimates of male survival against female survival in the absence
of harvest, assuming that differences in natural mortality between males and females occur principally in
summer. To estimate p, we used a population projection matrix of the form:
[
Mt+1
Ft+1
]
=
[
Sam + (Am/d)Sym 0
(Am/d)ψSyf Saf
] [
Mt
Ft
]
where M and F are the relative number of males and females in the breeding populations, respectively. To
parameterize the projection matrix we used average annual survival rate and age ratio estimates, and the
estimates of d and ψ provided above. The right eigenvector of the projection matrix is the stable proportion
of males and females the breeding population eventually would attain in the face of constant demographic
rates. This eigenvector yielded an estimate of p = 0.544.
We also attempted to determine whether estimates of survival and reproductive rates were unbiased. We
relied on the balance equation provided above, except that we included additional parameters to correct for
any bias that might exist. Because we were unsure of the source(s) of potential bias, we alternatively assumed
that any bias resided solely in survival rates:
Nt+1 = Ntω
(
pSamt +
(
(1− p)Saft
)
+ (p (Amt /d)S
ym
t ) +
(
p (Amt /d)ψS
yf
t
))
(where ω is the bias-correction factor for survival rates), or solely in reproductive rates:
Nt+1 = Nt
(
pSamt +
(
(1− p)Saft
)
+ (pα (Amt /d)S
ym
t ) +
(
pα (Amt /d)ψS
yf
t
))
(where α is the bias-correction factor for reproductive rates). We estimated ω and α by determining the
values of these parameters that minimized the sum of squared differences between observed and predicted
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population sizes. Based on this analysis, ω = 0.836 and α = 0.701, suggesting a positive bias in survival
or reproductive rates. However, because of the limited number of years available for comparing observed
and predicted population sizes, we also retained the balance equation that assumes estimates of survival and
reproductive rates are unbiased.
Survival Process
For purposes of AHM, annual survival rates must be predicted based on the specification of regulation-specific
harvest rates (and perhaps on other uncontrolled factors). Annual survival for each age (i) and sex (j) class
under a given regulatory alternative is:
Si,jt = θ¯
j
(
1− h
am
t ν
i,j
1− c
)
where:
S = annual survival,
θ¯j= mean survival from natural causes,
ham = harvest rate of adult males,
ν = harvest vulnerability relative to adult males, and
c = rate of crippling (unretrieved harvest).
This model assumes that annual variation in survival is due solely to variation in harvest rates, that relative
harvest vulnerability of the different age and sex classes is fixed and known, and that survival from natural
causes is fixed at its sample mean. We estimated θ¯j = 0.7307 and 0.5950 for males and females, respectively.
Reproductive process
As with survival, annual reproductive rates must be predicted in advance of setting regulations. We relied
on the apparent relationship between breeding-population size and reproductive rates:
Rt = ae
bNt
where Rt is the reproductive rate (i.e., A
m
t /d), Nt is breeding-population size in millions, and a and b are
model parameters. The least-squares parameter estimates were a = 2.508 and b = −0.875. Because of both
the importance and uncertainty of the relationship between population size and reproduction, we specified
two alternative models in which the slope (b) was fixed at the least-squares estimate ± one standard error,
and in which the intercepts (a) were subsequently re-estimated. This provided alternative hypotheses of
strongly density-dependent (a = 4.154, b = −1.377) and weakly density-dependent reproduction (a = 1.518,
b = −0.373).
Variance of Prediction Errors
Using the balance equations and sub-models provided above, predictions of breeding-population size in year
t+1 depend only on the specification of a regulatory alternative and on an estimate of population size in
year t. For the period in which comparisons were possible (1991–96), we were interested in how well these
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predictions corresponded with observed population sizes. In making these comparisons, we were primarily
concerned with how well the bias-corrected balance equations and reproductive and survival sub-models
performed. Therefore, we relied on estimates of harvest rates rather than regulations as model inputs.
We estimated the prediction-error variance by setting:
et = ln
(
Nobst
)− ln (Npret )
then assuming et ∼ N
(
0, σ2
)
and estimating σˆ2 =
∑
t
[
ln
(
Nobst
)− ln (Npret )]2 /n
where Nobs and Npre are observed and predicted population sizes (in millions), respectively, and n = 6.
Variance estimates were similar regardless of whether we assumed that the bias was in reproductive rates or
in survival, or whether we assumed that reproduction was strongly or weakly density-dependent. Thus, we
averaged variance estimates to provide a final estimate of σ2 = 0.006, which is equivalent to a coefficient of
variation (CV) of 8.0%. We were concerned, however, about the small number of years available for estimating
this variance. Therefore, we estimated an 80% confidence interval for σ2 based on a Chi-squared distribution
and used the upper limit for σ2 = 0.018 (i.e., CV = 14.5%) to express the additional uncertainty about the
magnitude of prediction errors attributable to potentially important environmental effects not expressed by
the models.
Model Implications
Model-specific regulatory strategies based on the hypothesis of weakly density-dependent reproduction are
considerably more conservative than those based on the hypothesis of strongly density-dependent reproduc-
tion. The three models with weakly density-dependent reproduction suggest a carrying capacity (i.e., average
population size in the absence of harvest) >2.0 million mallards, and prescribe extremely restrictive regu-
lations for population size <1.0 million. The three models with strongly density-dependent reproduction
suggest a carrying capacity of about 1.5 million mallards, and prescribe liberal regulations for population
sizes >300 thousand. Optimal regulatory strategies are relatively insensitive to whether models include a bias
correction or not. All model-specific regulatory strategies are “knife-edged”, meaning that large differences
in the optimal regulatory choice can be precipitated by only small changes in breeding-population size. This
result is at least partially due to the small differences in predicted harvest rates among the current regulatory
alternatives (see the section on Regulatory Alternatives).
Model Weights
We used Bayes’ theorem to calculate model weights from a comparison of predicted and observed population
sizes for the years 1997–2011. We calculated weights for the alternative models based on an assumption
of equal model weights in 1996 (the last year data was used to develop most model components) and on
estimates of year-specific harvest rates (Appendix E).
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Appendix D Western Mallard Models
In contrast to mid-continent and eastern mallards, we did not model changes in population size for both the
Alaska and California-Oregon stocks of western mallards as an explicit function of survival and reproductive
rate estimates (which in turn may be functions of harvest and environmental covariates). We believed this
so-called “balance-equation approach” was not viable for western mallards because of insufficient banding in
Alaska to estimate survival rates, and because of the difficulty in estimating stock-specific fall age ratios from
a sample of wings derived from a mix of breeding stocks.
Western Mallard Breeding Population Estimates
Table D.1 – Estimates (N) and associated standard errors (SE) of mallards (in millions) observed in Alaska
(WBPHS strata 1–12) and California and Oregon (state surveys) combined from 1990 to 2011.
Alaska California Oregon Total
Year N SE N SE N SE
1990 0.3669 0.0370
1991 0.3853 0.0363
1992 0.3457 0.0387 0.4791 0.0605 0.8248 0.0718
1993 0.2830 0.0295 0.4606 0.0509 0.7436 0.0589
1994 0.3509 0.0371 0.4367 0.0426 0.7876 0.0565
1995 0.5242 0.0680 0.4541 0.0428 0.9783 0.0803
1996 0.5220 0.0436 0.6451 0.0802 1.1671 0.0912
1997 0.5842 0.0520 0.6390 0.1043 1.2232 0.1166
1998 0.8362 0.0673 0.4868 0.0489 1.3230 0.0832
1999 0.7131 0.0696 0.6937 0.1066 1.4068 0.1273
2000 0.7703 0.0522 0.4639 0.0532 1.2342 0.0745
2001 0.7183 0.0541 0.3983 0.0450 1.1166 0.0704
2002 0.6673 0.0507 0.3775 0.0327 1.0449 0.0603
2003 0.8435 0.0668 0.4340 0.0501 1.2775 0.0835
2004 0.8111 0.0639 0.3547 0.0352 1.1658 0.0729
2005 0.7031 0.0547 0.4014 0.0474 1.1045 0.0724
2006 0.5158 0.0469 0.4879 0.0576 1.0037 0.0743
2007 0.5815 0.0551 0.4900 0.0546 1.0715 0.0775
2008 0.5324 0.0468 0.3814 0.0478 0.9138 0.0669
2009 0.5030 0.0449 0.3815 0.0639 0.8844 0.0781
2010 0.6056 0.0531 0.4430 0.0557 1.0485 0.0769
2011 0.4158 0.0388 0.3826 0.0452 0.7984 0.0596
Model Structure
To evaluate western mallard population dynamics, we used a discrete logistic model (Schaefer 1954), which
combines reproduction and natural mortality into a single parameter r, the intrinsic rate of growth. The
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model assumes density-dependent growth, which is regulated by the ratio of population size, N, to the
carrying capacity of the environment, K (i.e., equilibrium population size in the absence of harvest). In
the traditional formulation, harvest mortality is additive to other sources of mortality, but compensation for
hunting losses can occur through subsequent increases in production. However, we parameterized the model
in a way that also allows for compensation of harvest mortality between the hunting and breeding seasons.
It is important to note that compensation modeled in this way is purely phenomenological, in the sense
that there is no explicit ecological mechanism for compensation (e.g., density-dependent mortality after the
hunting season). The basic model for both the Alaska and California-Oregon stocks has the form:
Nt+1 =
[
Nt +Ntr
(
1− Nt
K
)]
(1− αt)
where,
αt = dh
AM
t
and where t = year, hAM = the harvest rate of adult males, and d = a scaling factor. The scaling factor is
used to account for a combination of unobservable effects, including un-retrieved harvest (i.e., crippling loss),
differential harvest mortality of cohorts other than adult males, and for the possibility that some harvest
mortality may not affect subsequent breeding-population size (i.e., the compensatory mortality hypothesis).
Estimation Framework
We used Bayesian estimation methods in combination with a state-space model that accounts explicitly for
both process and observation error in breeding population size. This combination of methods is becoming
widely used in natural resource modeling, in part because it facilitates the fitting of non-linear models that
may have non-normal errors (Meyer and Millar 1999). The Bayesian approach also provides a natural and
intuitive way to portray uncertainty, allows one to incorporate prior information about model parameters,
and permits the updating of parameter estimates as further information becomes available.
We first scaled N by K as recommended by Meyer and Millar (1999), and assumed that process errors et
were log-normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ2. Thus, the process model had the form:
Pt = Nt/Kt
log(Pt) = log
(
[Pt−1 + Pt−1r (1− Pt−1)]
(
1− dhAMt−1
))
+ et
where,
et ∼ N(0, σ2)
The observation model related the unknown population sizes (PtK) to the population sizes (Nt) estimated
from the breeding-population surveys in Alaska and California-Oregon. We assumed that the observation
process yielded additive, normally distributed errors, which were represented by:
Nt = PtK + ε
BPOP
t ,
where,
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εBPOPt ∼ N(0, σ2BPOP ).
permitting us to estimate the process error, which reflects the inability of the model to completely describe
changes in population size. The process error reflects the combined effect of misspecification of an appropriate
model form, as well as any un-modeled environmental drivers. We initially examined a number of possible
environmental covariates, including the Palmer Drought Index in California and Oregon, spring temperature
in Alaska, and the El Nin˜o Southern Oscillation Index (http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/people/klaus.wolter/MEI/
mei.html). While the estimated effects of these covariates on r or K were generally what one would expect,
they were never of sufficient magnitude to have a meaningful effect on optimal harvest strategies. We therefore
chose not to further pursue an investigation of environmental covariates, and posited that the process error
was a sufficient surrogate for these un-modeled effects. Parameterization of the models also required measures
of harvest rate. Beginning in 2002, harvest rates of adult males were estimated directly from the recovery of
reward bands. Prior to 1993, we used direct recoveries of standard bands, corrected for band-reporting rates
provided by Nichols et al. (1995b). We also used the band-reporting rates provided by Nichols et al. (1995b)
for estimating harvest rates in 1994 and 1995, except that we inflated the reporting rates of full-address
and toll-free bands based on an unpublished analysis by Clint Moore and Jim Nichols (Patuxent Wildlife
Research Center). We were unwilling to estimate harvest rates for the years 1996–2001 because of suspected,
but unknown, increases in the reporting rates of all bands. For simplicity, harvest rate estimates were treated
as known values in our analysis, although future analyses might benefit from an appropriate observation
model for these data.
In a Bayesian analysis, one is interested in making probabilistic statements about the model parameters
(θ), conditioned on the observed data. Thus, we are interested in evaluating P (θ|data), which requires
the specification of prior distributions for all model parameters and unobserved system states (θ) and the
sampling distribution (likelihood) of the observed data P (data|θ). Using Bayes theorem, we can represent
the posterior probability distribution of model parameters, conditioned on the data, as:
P (θ|data) ∝ P (θ)× P (data|θ)
Accordingly, we specified prior distributions for model parameters r, K, d, and P0, which is the initial
population size relative to carrying capacity. For both stocks, we specified the following prior distributions
for r, d, and σ2:
r ∼ Lognormal(−1.0397, 1.4427)
d ∼ Uniform(0, 2)
σ2 ∼ Inverse− gamma(0.001, 0.001)
The prior distribution for r is centered at 0.35, which we believe to be a reasonable value for mallards based on
life-history characteristics and estimates for other avian species. Yet the distribution also admits considerable
uncertainty as to the value of r within what we believe to be realistic biological bounds. As for the harvest-rate
scalar, we would expect d ≥ 1 under the additive hypothesis and d < 1 under the compensatory hypothesis.
As we had no data to specify an informative prior distribution, we specified a vague prior in which d could
take on a wide range of values with equal probability. We used a traditional, uninformative prior distribution
for σ2. Prior distributions for K and P0 were stock-specific and are described in the following sections.
We used the public-domain software WinBUGS (http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs/) to derive samples from
the joint posterior distribution of model parameters via Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations. We
obtained 510,000 samples from the joint posterior distribution, discarded the first 10,000, and then thinned
the remainder by 50, resulting in a final sample of 10,000.
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Alaska mallards
Data selection—Breeding population estimates of mallards in Alaska (and the Old Crow Flats in Yukon)
are available since 1955 in WBPHS strata 1–12 (Smith 1995). However, a change in survey aircraft in 1977
instantaneously increased the detectability of waterfowl, and thus population estimates (Hodges et al. 1996).
Moreover, there was a rapid increase in average annual temperature in Alaska at the same time, apparently
tied to changes in the frequency and intensity of El Nin˜o events (http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/people/klaus.
wolter/MEI/mei.html). This confounding of changes in climate and survey methods led us to truncate the
years 1955–1977 from the time series of population estimates.
Modeling of the Alaska stock also depended on the availability of harvest-rate estimates derived from band-
recovery data. Unfortunately, sufficient numbers of mallards were not banded in Alaska prior to 1990. A
search for covariates that would have allowed us to make harvest-rate predictions for years in which band-
recovery data were not available was not fruitful, and we were thus forced to further restrict the time series
to 1990 and later. Even so, harvest rate estimates were not available for the years 1996–2001 because of
unknown changes in band-reporting rates. Because available estimates of harvest rate showed no apparent
variation over time, we simply used the mean and standard deviation of the available estimates and generated
independent samples of predictions for the missing years based on a logit transformation and an assumption
of normality:
ln
(
ht
1− ht
)
∼ Normal(−2.3991, 1.0804) for t = 1996–2001
Prior distributions for K and P0—We believed that sufficient information was available to use mildly informa-
tive priors for K and P0. In recent years the Alaska stock has contained approximately 0.8 million mallards.
If harvest rates have been comparable to that necessary to achieve maximum sustained yield (MSY) under
the logistic model (i.e., r/2), then we would expect K ≈ 1.6 million. On the other hand, if harvest rates
have been less than those associated with MSY, then we would expect K < 1.6 million. Because we believed
it was not likely that harvest rates were > r/2, we believed the likely range of K to be 0.8–1.6 million. We
therefore specified a prior distribution that had a mean of 1.4 million, but had a sufficiently large variance
to admit a wide range of possible values:
K ∼ Lognormal(0.13035, 0.41224)
Extending this line of reasoning, we specified a prior distribution that assumed the estimated population size
of approximately 0.4 million at the start of the time-series (i.e., 1990) was 20–60% of K. Thus on a log scale:
Po ∼ Uniform(−1.6094,−0.5108)
Parameter estimates—The logistic model and associated posterior parameter estimates provided a reasonable
fit to the observed time-series of population estimates. The posterior means of K and r were similar to their
priors, although their variances were considerably smaller (Table 1). However, the posterior distribution of
d was essentially the same as its prior, reflecting the absence of information in the data necessary to reliably
estimate this parameter.
California-Oregon mallards
Data selection—Breeding-population estimates of mallards in California are available starting in 1992, but
not until 1994 in Oregon. Also, Oregon did not conduct a survey in 2001. To avoid truncating the time series,
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Table D.2 – Estimates of model parameters resulting from fitting a discrete logistic model with MCMC to a
time series of estimated population sizes and harvest rates of mallards breeding in Alaska from 1990 to 2010.
Parameter Mean SD 95% credibility interval
K 1.123 0.308 0.675–1.836
P0 0.340 0.093 0.208–0.550
d 1.113 0.538 0.097–1.954
r 0.314 0.126 0.100–0.584
σ2 0.021 0.011 0.006–0.049
we used the admittedly weak relationship (P = 0.07) between California and Oregon population estimates
to predict population sizes in Oregon in 1992, 1993, and 2001. The fitted linear model was:
NORt = 66891 + 0.0967(N
CA
t )
To derive realistic standard errors, we assumed that the predictions had the same mean coefficient of variation
as the years when surveys were conducted (n = 15, CV = 0.082). The estimated sizes and variances of the
CaliforniaOregon stock were calculated by simply summing the state-specific estimates.
We pooled banding and recovery data for California and Oregon and estimated harvest rates in the same
manner as that for Alaska mallards. Although banded sample sizes were sufficient in all years, harvest rates
could not be estimated for the years 1996–2001 because of unknown changes in band-reporting rates. As
with Alaska, available estimates of harvest rate showed no apparent trend over time, and we simply used the
mean and standard deviation of the available estimates and generated independent samples of predictions for
the missing years based on a logit transformation and an assumption of normality:
ln
(
ht
1− ht
)
∼ Normal(−1.9376, 0.0345) for t = 1996–2001
Prior distributions for K and P0—Unlike the Alaska stock, the California-Oregon population has been rela-
tively stable with a mean of 0.48 million mallards. We believed K should be in the range 0.48–0.96 million,
assuming the logistic model and that harvest rates were ≤ r/2. We therefore specified a prior distribution
on K that had a mean of 0.7 million, but with a variance sufficiently large to admit a wide range of possible
values:
K ∼ Lognormal(−0.5628, 0.41224)
The estimated size of the California-Oregon stock was 0.48 million at the start of the time-series (i.e., 1992).
We used a similar line of reasoning as that for Alaska for specifying a prior distribution P0, positing that
initial population size was 40-100% of K. Thus on a log scale:
Po ∼ Uniform(−0.9163, 0.0)
Parameter estimates—The logistic model and associated posterior parameter estimates provided a reasonable
fit to the observed time series of population estimates. The posterior means of K and r were similar to their
priors, although the variances were considerably smaller (Table 2). Interestingly, the posterior mean of d was
< 1, suggestive of a compensatory response to harvest; however the standard deviation of the estimate was
large, with the upper 95% credibility limit > 1.
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Table D.3 – Estimates of model parameters resulting from fitting a discrete logistic model with MCMC to a
time-series of estimated population sizes and harvest rates of mallards breeding in California and Oregon from
1992 to 2010.
Parameter Mean SD 95% credibility interval
K 0.644 0.169 0.444–1.079
P0 0.751 0.159 0.438–0.986
d 0.585 0.400 0.036–1.551
r 0.337 0.220 0.069–0.905
σ2 0.011 0.010 0.001–0.036
For each western mallard substock, we further summarized the simulation results for r, K, and the scaling
factor d to admit parametric uncertainty with a formal correlation structure within the optimization procedure
used to calculate the harvest strategy. We first defined a joint distribution for 3 discrete outcomes for each of
the 3 population parameters. We used the 30 and 70 percent quantiles for each parameter as the cut points
to define three bins for which to discretize 3 values of each posterior distribution. We then determined the
frequency of occurrence of each of the 27 possible combinations of each parameter value falling within the 3
bins from the MCMC simulation results. These frequencies were then assigned parameter values based on
the midpoint of bin ranges (15, 50, 85 percent quantiles) to specify the joint distribution of the population
parameter values used in the optimization.
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Appendix E Modeling Mallard Harvest Rates
Mid-continent
We modeled harvest rates of mid-continent mallards within a Bayesian hierarchical framework. We developed
a set of models to predict harvest rates under each regulatory alternative as a function of the harvest rates
observed under the liberal alternative, using historical information. We modeled the probability of regulation-
specific harvest rates (h) based on normal distributions with the following parameterizations:
Closed: p(hC) ∼ N(µC , ν2C)
Restrictive: p(hR) ∼ N(µR, ν2R)
Moderate: p(hM ) ∼ N(µM , ν2M )
Liberal: p(hL) ∼ N(µL, ν2L)
For the restrictive and moderate alternatives we introduced the parameter γ to represent the relative difference
between the harvest rate observed under the liberal alternative and the moderate or restrictive alternatives.
Based on this parameterization, we are making use of the information that has been gained (under the liberal
alternative) and are modeling harvest rates for the restrictive and moderate alternatives as a function of
the mean harvest rate observed under the liberal alternative. For the harvest-rate distributions assumed
under the restrictive and moderate regulatory alternatives, we specified that γR and γM are equal to the
prior estimates of the predicted mean harvest rates under the restrictive and moderate alternatives divided
by the prior estimates of the predicted mean harvest rates observed under the liberal alternative. Thus,
these parameters act to scale the mean of the restrictive and moderate distributions in relation to the mean
harvest rate observed under the liberal regulatory alternative. We also considered the marginal effect of
framework-date extensions under the moderate and liberal alternatives by including the parameter δf .
To update the probability distributions of harvest rates realized under each regulatory alternative, we first
needed to specify a prior probability distribution for each of the model parameters. These distributions
represent prior beliefs regarding the relationship between each regulatory alternative and the expected harvest
rates. We used a normal distribution to represent the mean and a scaled inverse-chi-square distribution to
represent the variance of the normal distribution of the likelihood. For the mean (µ) of each harvest-rate
distribution associated with each regulatory alternative, we use the predicted mean harvest rates provided in
(U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 2000, 13–14), assuming uniformity of regulatory prescriptions across flyways.
We set prior values of each standard deviation (ν) equal to 20% of the mean (CV = 0.2) based on an analysis
by Johnson et al. (1997). We then specified the following prior distributions and parameter values under each
regulatory package:
Closed (in U.S. only):
p(µC) ∼ N
(
0.0088, 0.0018
2
6
)
p(ν2C) ∼ Scaled Inv − χ2(6, 0.00182)
These closed-season parameter values are based on observed harvest rates in Canada during the 1988–93
seasons, which was a period of restrictive regulations in both Canada and the United States.
For the restrictive and moderate alternatives, we specified that the standard error of the normal distribution
of the scaling parameter is based on a coefficient of variation for the mean equal to 0.3. The scale parameter
of the inverse-chi-square distribution was set equal to the standard deviation of the harvest rate mean under
the restrictive and moderate regulation alternatives (i.e., CV = 0.2).
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Restrictive:
p(γR) ∼ N
(
0.51, 0.15
2
6
)
p(ν2R) ∼ Scaled Inv − χ2(6, 0.01332)
Moderate:
p(γM ) ∼ N
(
0.85, 0.26
2
6
)
p(ν2r ) ∼ Scaled Inv − χ2(6, 0.02222)
Liberal:
p(µL) ∼ N
(
0.1305, 0.0261
2
6
)
p(ν2R) ∼ Scaled Inv − χ2(6, 0.02612)
The prior distribution for the marginal effect of the framework-date extension was specified as:
p(δf ) ∼ N
(
0.02, 0.012
)
The prior distributions were multiplied by the likelihood functions based on the last 13 years of data under
liberal regulations, and the resulting posterior distributions were evaluated with Markov Chain Monte Carlo
simulation. Posterior estimates of model parameters and of annual harvest rates are provided in Table E.1.
Table E.1 – Parameter estimates for predicting mid-continent mallard harvest rates resulting from a hierarchical,
Bayesian analysis of mid-continent mallard banding and recovery information from 1998 to 2010.
Parameter Estimate SD Parameter Estimate SD
µC 0.0088 0.0021 h1998 0.1018 0.0071
νC 0.0020 0.0005 h1999 0.0979 0.0072
γR 0.5117 0.0615 h2000 0.1246 0.0084
νR 0.0129 0.0032 h2001 0.0920 0.0087
γM 0.8525 0.1054 h2002 0.1124 0.0062
νM 0.0215 0.0054 h2003 0.1126 0.0069
µL 0.1087 0.0066 h2004 0.1186 0.0110
νL 0.0197 0.0034 h2005 0.1146 0.0087
δf 0.0054 0.0072 h2006 0.1086 0.0077
h2007 0.1032 0.0065
h2008 0.1137 0.0067
h2009 0.0964 0.0081
h2010 0.0902 0.0082
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Eastern
We modeled harvest rates of eastern mallards using the same parameterizations as those for mid-continent
mallards:
Closed: p(hC) ∼ N(µC , ν2C)
Restrictive: p(hR) ∼ N(γRµL, ν2R)
Moderate: p(hM ) ∼ N(γMµL + δf , ν2M )
Liberal: p(hL) ∼ N(µL + δf , ν2L)
We set prior values of each standard deviation (ν) equal to 30% of the mean (CV = 0.3) to account for
additional variation due to changes in regulations in the other Flyways and their unpredictable effects on the
harvest rates of eastern mallards. We then specified the following prior distribution and parameter values for
the liberal regulatory alternative:
Closed (in US only):
p(µC) ∼ N
(
0.08, 0.024
2
6
)
p(ν2C) ∼ Scaled Inv − χ2(6, 0.0242)
Restrictive:
p(γR) ∼ N
(
0.076, 0.228
2
6
)
p(ν2R) ∼ Scaled Inv − χ2(6, 0.04042)
Moderate:
p(γM ) ∼ N
(
0.92, 0.28
2
6
)
p(ν2R) ∼ Scaled Inv − χ2(6, 0.04882)
Liberal:
p(µL) ∼ N
(
0.1771, 0.0531
2
6
)
p(ν2R) ∼ Scaled Inv − χ2(6, 0.05312)
A previous analysis suggested that the effect of the framework-date extension on eastern mallards would be
of lower magnitude and more variable than on mid-continent mallards (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 2000).
Therefore, we specified the following prior distribution for the marginal effect of the framework-date extension
for eastern mallards as:
p(δf ) ∼ N
(
0.01, 0.012
)
The prior distributions were multiplied by the likelihood functions based on the last 9 years of data under
liberal regulations, and the resulting posterior distributions were evaluated with Markov Chain Monte Carlo
simulation. Posterior estimates of model parameters and of annual harvest rates are provided in Table E.2.
Western
We modeled harvest rates of western mallards using a similar parameterization as that used for mid-continent
and eastern mallards. However, we did not explicitly model the effect of the framework date extension because
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Table E.2 – Parameter estimates for predicting eastern mallard harvest rates resulting from a hierarchical,
Bayesian analysis of eastern mallard banding and recovery information from 2002 to 2010.
Parameter Estimate SD Parameter Estimate SD
µC 0.0797 0.0261 h2002 0.1609 0.0125
νC 0.0234 0.0060 h2003 0.1453 0.0104
γR 0.7586 0.0928 h2004 0.1357 0.0114
νR 0.0391 0.0099 h2005 0.1303 0.0119
γM 0.9230 0.1141 h2006 0.1031 0.0132
νM 0.0474 0.0120 h2007 0.1222 0.0134
µL 0.1409 0.0140 h2008 0.1203 0.0120
νL 0.0416 0.0078 h2009 0.1384 0.0135
δf 0.0021 0.0093 h2010 0.0977 0.0143
we did not use data observed prior to when framework date extensions were available. In the western mallard
parameterization, the effect of the framework date extensions are implicit in the expected mean harvest rate
expected under the liberal regulatory option.
Closed: p(hC) ∼ N(µC , ν2C)
Restrictive: p(hR) ∼ N(γRµL, ν2R)
Moderate: p(hM ) ∼ N(γMµL, ν2M )
Liberal: p(hL) ∼ N(µL, ν2L)
We set prior values of each standard deviation (ν) equal to 30% of the mean (CV = 0.3) to account for
additional variation due to changes in regulations in the other Flyways and their unpredictable effects on the
harvest rates of western mallards. We then specified the following prior distribution and parameter values
for the liberal regulatory alternative:
Closed (in US only):
p(µC) ∼ N
(
0.01, 0.00264
2
6
)
p(ν2C) ∼ Scaled Inv − χ2(6, 0.002642)
Restrictive:
p(γR) ∼ N
(
0.51, 0.153
2
6
)
p(ν2R) ∼ Scaled Inv − χ2(6, 0.016832)
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Moderate:
p(γM ) ∼ N
(
0.85, 0.255
2
6
)
p(ν2R) ∼ Scaled Inv − χ2(6, 0, 0.028052)
Liberal:
p(µL) ∼ N
(
0.11, 0.033
2
6
)
p(ν2R) ∼ Scaled Inv − χ2(6, 0.0332)
The prior distributions were multiplied by the likelihood functions based on the last 3 years of data under
liberal regulations, and the resulting posterior distributions were evaluated with Markov Chain Monte Carlo
simulation. Posterior estimates of model parameters and of annual harvest rates are provided Table E.3.
Table E.3 – Parameter estimates for predicting western mallard harvest rates resulting from a hierarchical,
Bayesian analysis of western mallard banding and recovery information from 2008 to 2010.
Parameter Estimate SD Parameter Estimate SD
µC 0.0100 0.0187 h2008 0.1483 0.0246
νC 0.0180 0.0045 h2009 0.1263 0.0191
γR 0.5122 0.0627 h2010 0.1550 0.0220
νR 0.0163 0.0041
γM 0.8423 0.1061
νM 0.0271 0.0069
µL 0.1167 0.0120
νL 0.0310 0.0073
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Appendix F Northern Pintail Models
The Flyway Councils have long identified the northern pintail as a high-priority species for inclusion in the
AHM process. In 2010, the USFWS and Flyway Councils adopted an adaptive management framework to
inform northern pintail harvest management. A detailed progress report that describes the evolution of the
pintail harvest strategy is available online (http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/NewsPublicationsReports.
html). The northern pintail adaptive harvest management protocol considers two population models that
represent alternative hypotheses about the effect of harvest on population dynamics: one in which harvest
is additive to natural mortality, and another in which harvest is compensatory to natural mortality. We
describe the technical details of the northern pintail model set below.
Latitude Bias Correction Model
Northern pintails tend to settle on breeding territories farther north during years when the prairies are dry and
farther south during wet years. When pintails settle farther north, a smaller proportion are counted during
the Waterfowl Breeding Population and Habitat Survey (WBPHS strata: 1–50, 75–77), thus the population
estimate is biased low in comparison to years when the birds settle farther south. This phenomenon may
be a result of decreased detectability of pintails during surveys in northern latitudes compared to southern
latitudes or because birds settle in regions not covered by the survey. Runge and Boomer (2005) developed
an empirical relationship to correct the observed breeding population estimates for this bias. Based on this
approach, the latitude-adjusted breeding population size (cBPOPt+1) in year t, can be calculated with
cBPOPt = e
ln(oBPOPt) + 0.741(mLATt− 51.68)
where oBPOPt is the observed breeding population size in year t and mLATt is the mean latitude of the
observed breeding population in year t. The mean latitude of the pintail breeding population distribution
is based on the geographical centroid of each stratum in the traditional survey area (WBPHS strata: 1–50,
75–77). In year t, we calculate a mean latitude (mLATt) weighted by the population estimates from each
strata with
mLATt =
∑
j
[Latj(oBPOPt,j/oBPOPt)]
where Latj is the latitude of survey stratum j.
Population Models
Two population models are considered: one in which harvest is additive to natural mortality, and another in
which harvest is compensatory to natural mortality. The models differ in how they handle the winter survival
rate. In the additive model, winter survival rate is a constant, whereas winter survival is density-dependent
in the compensatory model.
For the additive harvest mortality model, the latitude-adjusted population size (cBPOP ) in year t + 1, is
calculated with
cBPOPt+1 =
(
cBPOPtss
(
1 + γRRˆt
)
− Hˆt
(1− c)
)
sw
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where cBPOPt is the latitude-adjusted breeding population size in year t, ss and sw are the summer and
winter survival rates, respectively, γR is a bias-correction constant for the age-ratio, c is the crippling loss
rate, Rˆt is the predicted age-ratio, and Hˆt is the predicted continental harvest. The model uses the following
constants: ss = 0.70, sw = 0.93, γR = 0.8, and c = 0.20.
The compensatory harvest mortality model serves as a hypothesis that stands in contrast to the additive
harvest mortality model, positing a strong but realistic degree of compensation. The compensatory model
assumes that the mechanism for compensation is density-dependent post-harvest (winter) survival (Runge
2007). The form is a logistic relationship between winter survival and post-harvest population size, with
the relationship anchored around the historic mean values for each variable. For the compensatory model,
predicted winter survival rate in year t (st) is calculated as
st = s0 + (s1 − s0)
[
1 + e−(a+ b(Pt− P¯ ))
]−1
,
where s1 (upper asymptote) is 1.0, s0 (lower asymptote) is 0.7, b (slope term) is -1.0, Pt is the post-harvest
population size in year t (expressed in millions), P¯ is the mean post-harvest population size (4.295 million
from 1974 through 2005), and
a = logit
(
s¯− s0
s1 − s0
)
or
a = log
(
s¯− s0
s1 − s0
)
− log
{
1−
(
s¯− s0
s1 − s0
)}
,
where s¯ is 0.93 (mean winter survival rate).
Age Ratio Submodel
Recruitment (Rˆ) in year t is measured by the vulnerability-adjusted, female age-ratio in the fall population
and is predicted as
Rˆt = e
(7.6048− 0.13183mLATt− 0.09212cBPOPt)
where mLATt is the mean latitude of the observed breeding population in year t and cBPOPt is the latitude-
adjusted breeding population in year t (expressed in millions).
Harvest Submodel
Predicted continental harvest (Hˆ) in year t is calculated with
Hˆt = HPF +HCF +HMF +HAF +HAKCan
where HPF , HCF , HMF , and HAF are the predicted harvest in the Pacific, Central, Mississippi, and Atlantic
Flyways, respectively. The expected harvest from Alaska and Canada HAKCan is assumed fixed and equal
to 67,000 birds. Flyway specific harvest predictions are calculated with
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HPF = −12051.41 + 1160.960days+ 73911.49bag
HCF = −95245.20 + 2946.285days+ 15228.03bag + 23136.04sis
HMF = −59083.66 + 3413.49days+ 7911.95bag + 59510.10sis
HPF = −2403.06 + 360.950days+ 5494.00bag
where days is the season length, bag is the daily bag limit, and sis is an indicator variable with value equal to
0 (full season equal to length from general duck season) or 1 (restrictive season within the liberal or moderate
regulatory alternative for general duck season, i.e., partial season). Each regulatory combination of bag limit
and season length has an associated predicted pintail harvest (Table F.1).
Table F.1 – Total pintail harvest expected from the set of regulatory alternatives specified for each Flyway
under the northern pintail adaptive harvest management protocol.
Pacific Central Total
Atlantic Mississippi Harvest
Closed Closed 67,000
Liberal 1 Closed 278,000
Liberal 1 Restrictive 3 410,000
Liberal 1 Moderate 3 523,000
Liberal 1 Liberal 1 569,000
Liberal 2 Closed 357,000
Liberal 2 Restrictive 3 490,000
Liberal 2 Moderate 3 603,000
Liberal 2 Liberal 2 672,000
Model Weights
The relative degree of confidence that we have in the additive or compensatory mortality hypothesis can be
represented with model weights that are updated annually from a comparison of model specific predictions
and observed population sizes. For the period 1974–2010, the subsequent year’s breeding population size (on
the latitude-adjusted scale) was predicted with both the additive and compensatory models, and compared
to the observed breeding population size (on the latitude-adjusted scale). The mean-squared error of the
predictions from the additive model (MSEadd) was calculated as:
MSEadd =
1
(t− 1975) + 1
t∑
t=1975
(
cBPOPt − cBPOP addt
)2
,
and the mean-squared error of the predictions from the compensatory model were calculated in a similar
manner.
We calculated model weights for the additive and compensatory model as a function of their relative mean-
squared errors. The model weight for the additive model (Wadd) was determined by
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Wadd =
1
MSEadd
1
MSEadd
+
1
MSEcomp
The model weight for the compensatory model was found in a corresponding manner, or by subtracting the
additive model weight from 1.0. As of 2011, the compensatory model did not fit the historic data as well
as the additive model; the model weights were 0.596 for the additive model and 0.404 for the compensatory
model, unchanged from 2007.
Equilibrium Conditions
Equilibrium analyses of the additive model suggest a carrying capacity of 7.32 million (on the latitude-
adjusted scale), maximum sustained yield (MSY) of 444,000 at an equilibrium population size of 3.34 million,
and harvest rate of 10.7% (Runge and Boomer 2005). The yield curve resulting from the compensatory model
is significantly skewed compared to the additive model (Figure F.1). Compared to the additive model, the
compensatory model results in a lower carrying capacity (4.67 million), a higher MSY (560 thousand) at a
lower equilibrium population size (3.00 million), and a higher maximum harvest rate (14.8%).
The average model, based on 2011 model weights, produces a yield curve that is intermediate between the
additive and compensatory models. An equilibrium analysis of the weighted model results in carrying capacity,
MSY, equilibrium population size at MSY, and maximum harvest rate that are intermediate between the
additive and compensatory model results (5.50 million, 488 thousand, 3.08 million, and 12.6% respectively).
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Figure F.1 – Harvest yield curves resulting from an equilibrium analysis of the northern pintail model set based
on 2011 model weights.
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Appendix G Scaup Model
We use a state-space formulation of scaup population and harvest dynamics within a Bayesian estimation
framework (Meyer and Millar 1999, Millar and Meyer 2000). This analytical framework allows us to repre-
sent uncertainty associated with the monitoring programs (observation error) and the ability of our model
formulation to predict actual changes in the system (process error).
Process Model
Given a logistic growth population model that includes harvest (Schaefer 1954), scaup population and harvest
dynamics are calculated as a function of the intrinsic rate of increase (r), carrying capacity (K ), and harvest
(Ht). Following Meyer and Millar (1999), we scaled population sizes by K (i.e., Pt = Nt/K) and assumed that
process errors (t) are lognormally distributed with a mean of 0 and variance σ
2
process. The state dynamics
can be expressed as
P1974 = P0e
ε1974
Pt = (Pt−1 + rPt−1 (1− Pt−1)−Ht−1/K) eεt , t = 1975, . . . , 2010,
where P0 is the initial ratio of population size to carrying capacity. To predict total scaup harvest levels, we
modeled scaup harvest rates (ht) as a function of the pooled direct recovery rate (ft) observed each year with
ht = ft/λt.
We specified reporting rate (λt) distributions based on estimates for mallards (Anas platyrhynchos) from
large scale historical and existing reward banding studies (Henny and Burnham 1976, Nichols et al. 1995b,
P. Garrettson unpublished data). We accounted for increases in reporting rate believed to be associated with
changes in band type (e.g., from AVISE and new address bands to 1-800 toll free bands) by specifying year
specific reporting rates according to
λt ∼ Normal(0.38, 0.04), t = 1974, . . . , 1996
λt ∼ Normal(0.70, 0.04), t = 1997, . . . , 2010.
We then predicted total scaup harvest (Ht) with
Ht = ht [Pt + rP + t (1− P )]K, t = 1974, . . . , 2010.
Observation Model
We compared our predictions of population and harvest numbers from our process model to the observations
collected by the Waterfowl and Breeding Habitat Survey (WBPHS) and the Harvest Survey programs with
the following relationships, assuming that the population and harvest observation errors were additive and
normally distributed. May breeding population estimates were related to model predictions by
NObservedt − PtK = εBPOPt ,
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where
εBPOPt ∼ N(0, σ2t,BPOP ), t = 1974, . . . , 2010,
where σ2t,BPOP is specified each year with the BPOP variance estimates from the WBPHS.
We adjusted our harvest predictions to the observed harvest data estimates with a scaling parameter (q)
according to
HObservedt − (ht [Pt + rPt (1− P )]K) /q = εHt , t = 1974, . . . , 2010,
where,
εHt ∼ N(0, σ2t,Harvest).
We assumed that appropriate measures of the harvest observation error σ2t,Harvest could be approximated by
assuming a coefficient of variation for each annual harvest estimate equal to 0.15 (Paul Padding pers. comm.).
The final component of the likelihood included the year specific direct recovery rates that were represented
by the rate parameter (ft) of a Binomial distribution indexed by the total number of birds banded preseason
and estimated with,
ft = mt/Mt,
mt ∼ Binomial(Mt, ft)
where mt is the total number of scaup banded preseason in year t and recovered during the hunting season
in year t and Mt is the total number of scaup banded preseason in year t.
Bayesian Analysis
Following Meyer and Millar (1999), we developed a fully conditional joint probability model, by first proposing
prior distributions for all model parameters and unobserved system states and secondly by developing a fully
conditional likelihood for each sampling distribution.
Prior Distributions
For this analysis, a joint prior distribution is required because the unknown system states P are assumed to
be conditionally independent (Meyer and Millar 1999). This leads to the following joint prior distribution for
the model parameters and unobserved system states
P (r,K, q, ft, λt, σ
2
Process, P0, P1,...,T ) =
p(r)p(K)p(q)p(ft)p(λt)p(σ
2
Process)p(P0)p(P1|P0, σ2Process)
×
n∏
t=2
p(Pt|Pt−1, r,K, ft−1, λt−1, σ2Process)
In general, we chose non-informative priors to represent the uncertainty we have in specifying the value of
the parameters used in our assessment. However, we were required to use existing information to specify
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informative priors for the initial ratio of population size to carrying capacity (P0) as well as the reporting
rate values (λt) specified above that were used to adjust the direct recovery rate estimates to harvest rates.
We specified that the value of P0, ranged from the population size at maximum sustained yield (P0 =
NMSY /K = (K/2)/K = 0.5) to the carrying capacity (P0 = N/K = 1), using a uniform distribution on the
log scale to represent this range of values. We assumed that the exploitation experienced at this population
state was somewhere on the right-hand shoulder of a sustained yield curve (i.e., between MSY and K ). Given
that we have very little evidence to suggest that historical scaup harvest levels were limiting scaup population
growth, this seems like a reasonable prior distribution.
We used non-informative prior distributions to represent the variance and scaling terms, while the priors for
the population parameters r and K were chosen to be vague but within biological bounds. These distributions
were specified according to
P0 ∼ Uniform(ln(0.5), 0),
K ∼ Lognormal(2.17, 0.667),
r ∼ Uniform(0.00001, 2),
ft ∼ Beta(0.5, 0.5),
q ∼ Uniform(0.0, 2),
σ2Process ∼ Inverse Gamma(0.001, 0.001).
Likelihood
We related the observed population, total harvest estimates, and observed direct recoveries to the model
parameters and unobserved system states with the following likelihood function:
P (N1,...,T , H1,...,T ,m1,...,TM1,...,T |r,K, ft, λt, q, σ2Process, σ2Harvest, P1,...,T ) =
×
T∏
t=1
p(Nt|Pt,K, σ2BPOP )×
T∏
t=1
p(Ht|Pt, r,K, q, ft, λt, σ2Harvest)
×
T∏
t=1
p(mt|Mt, ft)
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Posterior Evaluation
Using Bayes theorem we then specified a posterior distribution for the fully conditional joint probability
distribution of the parameters given the observed information according to
P (r,K, q, ft, λt, σ
2
Process, P0, P1,...,T |N1,...,T , H1,...,T ,m1,...,T ,M1,...,T ) ∝
p(r)p(K)p(q)p(ft)p(λt)p(σ
2
Process)p(P0)p(P1|P0, σ2Process)
×
n∏
t=2
p(p|Pt−1, r,K, ft−1, λt−1, σ2Process)×
T∏
t=1
p(Nt|Pt,K, σ2BPOP )
×
T∏
t=1
p(Ht|Pt, r,K, q, ft, λt, σ2Harvest)×
T∏
t=1
p(mt|Mt, ft)
We used Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to evaluate the posterior distribution using WinBUGS
(Spiegelhalter et al. 2003). We randomly generated initial values and simulated 5 independent chains each
with 1,000,000 iterations. We discarded the first half of the simulation and thinned each chain by 250, yielding
a sample of 10,000 points. We calculated Gelman-Rubin statistics (Brooks and Gelman 1998) to monitor for
lack of convergence. The state space formulation and Bayesian analysis framework provided reasonable fits
to the observed breeding population and total harvest estimates with realistic measures of variation. The
2010 posterior estimates of model parameters based on data from 1974 to 2010 are provided in Table G.1.
Table G.1 – Model parameter estimates resulting from a Bayesian analysis of scaup breeding population, harvest,
and banding information from 1974 to 2010.
Parameter Mean 2.5% CI Median 97.5% CI
r 0.1240 0.0443 0.1144 0.2518
K 8.2737 5.9040 7.9380 12.0500
σ2 0.0073 0.0026 0.0067 0.0156
q 0.5800 0.5099 0.5786 0.6571
We further summarized the simulation results for r, K, and the scaling parameter q to admit parametric
uncertainty with a formal correlation structure within the optimization procedure used to calculate the
harvest strategy. We first defined a joint distribution for 3 discrete outcomes for each of the 3 population
parameters. We used the 30 and 70 percent quantiles for each parameter as the cut points to define three
bins for which to discretize 3 values of each posterior distribution. We then determined the frequency of
occurrence of each of the 27 possible combinations of each parameter value falling within the 3 bins from the
MCMC simulation results. These frequencies were then assigned parameter values based on the midpoint of
the bin ranges (15, 50, 85 percent quantiles) to specify the joint distribution of the population parameter
values used in the optimization.
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